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The symmetry studies of Maxwell equations gave new insight on the nature of electromagnetic
(EM) field. Tey are reviewed in the work presented. It is drawing the attention on the following
aspects.
EM-field has in general case quaternion structure, consisting of four independent field constituents,
which differ from each other by the parities under space inversion and time reversal.
Any complex relativistic field has the gauge invariant conserving quantity - two-component scalar
or pseudoscalar value - complex charge.
There exists physical conserving quantity, which is simultaneously invariant under both Rainich
dual and additional hyperbolic dual symmetry transformation of Maxwell equations. It is spin in
general case or spirality in the corresponding geometry.
EM-field is described instead of unobservable vector and scalar potentials by observable elec-
tric field 4-vector-function with the components Eα(~r, t) = {Ex(~r, t), Ey(~r, t), Ez(~r, t), i
cρe(~r,t)
λ
}
and (or in the case of free EM-field) by means of magnetic field 4-vector-function Hµ(~r, t) =
{Hx(~r, t),Hy(~r, t),Hz(~r, t), i
cρm(~r,t)
λ
}, where icρe(~r, t), icρm(~r, t) are the j4(~r, t)-component of 4-
current density, corresponding to contribution of electric and magnetic component of charge densi-
ties correspondingly, λ is conductivity, which for the case of EM-field propagation in vacuum is λv
= 1
120π
(Ohm)−1.
Generalized Maxwell equations for quaternion four-component EM-field are obtained.
Invariants for EM-field, consisting of dually symmetric parts are found.
The main postulate of quantum mechanics: ”To any mechanical quantity can be set up in the
correspondence the Hermitian matrix by quantization” was proved.
Canonical Dirac quantization method was developed in two aspects. The first aspect is its ap-
plication the only to observable quantities. The second aspect is the realization along with well
known time-local quantization of space-local quantization and space-time-local quantization. It is
also shown, that Coulomb field can be quantized in 1D and 2D systems.
New model of photons is proposed. The photons in quantized EM-field are main excitations
in oscillator structure of EM-field, which is equivalent to spin S = 1 ”boson-atomic” 1D lattice
structure, consisting of the ”atoms” with zeroth rest mass. The photons of the first kind and of the
second kind represent themselves respectively neutral chargeless spin 1/2 EM-solitons and charged
spinless EM-solitons of Su-Schrieffer-Heeger family.
PACS numbers: 78.20.Bh, 75.10.Pq, 11.30.-j, 42.50.Ct, 76.50.+g
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I. INTRODUCTION
Electromagnetic (EM) field is well studied, however
some new theoretical and experimental results, discussed
further, indicate on existence of earlier unknown new
general properties, which extend the notion, concern-
ing EM-field nature itself. Basis equations in electrody-
namics (ED) are well known Maxwell equations, which
are unique in the sence, that they have the most rich
symmetry among all fundamental equations of theoreti-
cal physics. The symmetry studies of Maxwell equations
have started in 1892, when Heaviside [1] has paid atten-
tion to the symmetry between electrical and magnetic
quantities in given equations. So, the symmetry studies
of EM-field have a long history, which was starting al-
ready in 19-th century and what is interesting, it is con-
tinuing hitherto. Let us give very briefly some moments
in given studies.
Mathematical formulation of given symmetry, consist-
ing in invariance of Maxwell equations for free EM-field
under the duality transformations
~E → ± ~H, ~H → ∓ ~E, (1)
gave Larmor [2]. Duality transformations (1) are par-
ticular case of the more general dual transformations,
established by Rainich [3]. Dual transformations pro-
duce oneparametric abelian group U1, which is subgroup
of the group of chiral transformations. Dual transfor-
mations correspond to irreducible representation of the
group of chiral transformations in particular case of quan-
tum number j = 1 [4] and they are
~E′ → ~E cos θ + ~H sin θ
~H ′ → ~H cos θ − ~E sin θ,
(2)
where parameter θ is arbitrary continuous variable, θ ∈
[0, 2π]. Then it has been found, that maximal local sym-
2metry group of Maxwell equations with sources is fifteen-
parametric conform group C(1, 3) [11]. C(1, 3) group
includes linear 10-parametric Poincare group and linear
scale transformations, which produce together the maxi-
mal local group of linear transformations of coordinates
and time, under which Maxwell equations with sources
are invariant. It includes also local nonlinear conform
transformations according to mapping
xµ : xµ → x′µ =
xµ − bµxνxν
1− 2bνxν + xρxρbτbτ , (3)
where bµ are parameters, which belongs to the set of
real numbers, bµ ∈ R. At the same time the maxi-
mal local symmetry group of Maxwell equations with-
out sources is 16-parametric group, which is direct prod-
uct of C(1, 3) group and one-parametric group U1 of
Rainich dual transformations, that is C(1, 3) ⊗ U1. It
was proved relatively recently (1967) [12]. Some time
later (1979) it was established the existance of nonlocal
symmetry of Maxwell equations under transformations
of 23-dimensional Lee algebra, which is direct product of
C(1, 3) group and A8-algebra, that is C(1, 3) ⊗ A8 [13].
Lee algebraA8 is isomorphous to Lee algebra U(2)⊗U(2).
Symmetry studies of Maxwellian electrodynamics were
continued in the works [14] and [15], which will be re-
viewed in present paper. So, additional gauge invariance
of Maxwell equations has been established in [14], in-
dicating on the presence of new independent observable
charateristics of EM-field - the scalar charge function,
that, in its turn, speaks, minimum, on complex charac-
ter of EM-field.
The role of symmetry of Maxwell equations under
group U1 of Rainich dual transformations was stud-
ied [15], where additional symmetry of Maxwell equa-
tions under hyperbolic dual transformations were found
and studied. It was also shown, that dual symmetry
of Maxwell equations leads to conclusion on compound
character of EM-field, consisting in that, that vector
quantities, which characterize EM-field are in general
case the four vector-component objects - quaternions -
with different time t- and space P-parities. We have to
say, that the idea, that vector-functions ~E(~r, t), ~H(~r, t),
~D(~r, t), ~B(~r, t), which characterize EM-field, are com-
pound quantities and that they include both gradient
and solenoidal parts, that is uneven and even parts rel-
atively space inversion transformation, was put forward
earlier in [4]. There is also theoretical assumption in [5],
where along with usual choice, that is, that electric field
~E is polar vector, magnetic field ~H is axial vector, the
alternative choice is provided. At the same time given
ideas were unknown (and they are almost unknown at
present) to general circle of the researchers in the field.
It was also true for us. To conclusion on compound char-
acter of EM-field, in particular, to conclusion, that along
with part with polar electrical vector symmetry there is
part with the axial symmetry of electrical vector charac-
teristics, which are responsible for optical infrared (IR)
resonance absorption, Raman scattering, we came from
analysis of experimental results independently, see, for
instance the works [6], [7], [8] and [9], where the exper-
imental confirmation of the phenomenon of dual sym-
metry of EM-field vector-functions under space inversion
is presented (some details are given also in Section II).
Moreover, the conclusion was arisen, that the exhibition
of polar or axial properties of EM-field vector-functions
depends on the experimental situation. Given conclusion
was to some extent unexpected, since it is considered al-
ways in voluminous literature, that electric field vector
has to be the only polar vector and magnetic field vector
has to be the only axial vector. Given possibility corre-
sponds to known field theory consideration, in which is
concluded, that 4-vector of EM-field potential has to be
polar and t-even 4-vector [10] and, consequently, three-
dimensional electric vector quantities have to be polar
vectors. It has to remark, that uneven space inversion
parity of electric vector quantities has very good experi-
mental confirmation too. For instance, all electric charge
transport phenomena can be well described in the sug-
gestion, that electric field vector is polar vector. At the
same time mathematically the idea of compound charac-
ter of EM-field in the equations of dual electrodynamics
in [4] is presented the only in implicit form.
The conclusions, which follow from experimental data
and above cited theoretical ideas and assumptions were
mathematically proved more carefully in[14] and [15],
that will be realized in given paper. So, the first task
of presented paper is to review the results of the study
of the dual symmetry of classical EM-field, leading to ex-
istence of electrical and magnetic vector quantities with
both even and uneven parities under improper rotations.
The second task for classical electrodynamics is con-
cerned of more detailed theoretical substantiation for the
existence of two type of scalar and pseudoscalar quanti-
ties - electric and magnetic charge functions of EM-field
on the one hand and description of the EM-field in con-
densed matter containing along with the particles with
electric charge the particles with magnetic charge, includ-
ing dually charged particles, on the other hand. In fact
the proof of existence of independent observable scalar
characteristics, that is charge scalar (pseudoscalar) func-
tion will allow to describe the EM-field the only within
the framework of really observable quantities and the de-
scriptions by means of unobservable quantities - vector
and scalar potentials to refer to the history. So, the aim
of presented paper is the review of field theory proof for
given general properties of EM-field.
It represents also the interest the quantum descrip-
tion of EM-field. The well known now simple formula
E = hν, h = const > 0, proposed right at the beginning
of the 20th century by Planck [16] and by Einstein [17]
became epoch-making and a real symbol of the substan-
tial progress in the science. The interpretation, given
by Einstein indicates straight on real existence of light
quanta of frequency ν with the total energy E, which in
its turn has led to a new understanding of the nature
of the electromagnetic field. In fact, it was the indica-
3tion on oscillatory, that is, discrete in space structure of
EM-field, which in the same time is the set of physical
objects strongly connected to some periodic with time
period T = 1/ν process, being to be intrinsic for given
objects, at that Lorentz invariant product ET is equal to
h. Similar interpretation of De Broglie’s relationship [18]
leads to conclusion on quantum nature of the charges.
Although there are the great achievements in quantum
theory, the great challenge to give an adequate descrip-
tion of light quanta, which were called by Lewis photons
[19], still has not brought satisfactory results. Even Ein-
stein himself has recognized [20], that ”the whole fifty
years of conscious brooding have not brought me nearer
to the answer to the question what are light quanta”, and
now, more than half a century later, theoretical physics
still needs progress to present a satisfactory explanation
of the photon nature. We consider the corresponding the-
oretically directed efforts to be necessary and even urgent
in view of requirements of the modern science and engi-
neering, in particular, in connection with rash progress
in nanotechnogy. The structure of photons will be pro-
posed.
The paper is organized in the following way. In Sec.2,
Rainich dual symmetry of Maxwell equations is analysed
and its experimental confirmation by comparison with
literature data is given. In Sec.3, the algebraic properties
of EM-field functions are summarized. In Sec.4, theoreti-
cal foundation of the existence of dually charged particles
or quasiparticles is given. Comparison with experiment
is also presented. In Sec.5, the quaternion structure of
EM-field is argued in details. In Sec.6 the symmetry of
mechanics and electrodynamics differential equations in
application to quantum theory is analysed. In Sec.7, the
cavity classical and quantum electrodynamics is consid-
ered by taking into account the dual symmetry of EM-
field, the connection between gauge invariance of EM-
field and analicity of its vector-functions is considered.
In Sec.8, the effect of spin-charge separation in quantized
EM-field structure is described and structure of photons
is proposed. In Sec.9, the conclusions are formulated.
II. RAINICH DUAL SYMMETRY OF
MAXWELL EQUATIONS AND ITS
EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRMATION
Rainich dual symmetry oF Maxwell equations was
analysed in [15], and it will be reviewed in details. It is
accentuated in [15], that dual transformations (2) have
fundamental significance for the symmetry properties of
vector-functions ~E, ~H. Dual symmetry of Maxwell equa-
tions indicates, that both electric and magnetic vector
force characteristics ~E and ~H of EM-field have to be
peer in the sense of their symmetry properties including
the symmetry properties under improper rotations. Re-
ally, the expression (2) will be mathematically correct,
if vector-functions ~E cos θ, ~H sin θ (and correspondingly
~H cos θ, ~E sin θ) in upper (bottom) line will have the same
symmetry, that is both polar or axial ones. It is not ev-
ident in given representation, if parameter θ is arbitrary
variable. Let us clarify given situation. In matrix form
the transformations (2) are
[
~E′
~H ′
]
=
[
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
] [
~E
~H
]
. (4)
At the same time to any complex number a+ib can be set
up in conformity the [2× 2]-matrix according to biective
mapping
f : a+ ib→
[
a −b
b a
]
. (5)
Bijectivity of mapping (5) indicates on the existence of
inverse mapping, that is to any matrix, which has the
structure, given by right side in relation (5), corresponds
the complex number, determined by left side. Conse-
quently, we have [
~E′
~H ′
]
= e−iθ
[
~E
~H
]
, (6)
that is
~E′ = ~E cos θ − i ~E sin θ
~H ′ = ~H cos θ − i ~H sin θ.
(7)
It means, that to real planes, which are determined by
the vectors ~E and ~H can be set in conformity the complex
planes for the vectors ~E′ and ~H ′.
It is clear, that the vectors ~E′ and ~H ′ will consist both,
of even and uneven components under improper rota-
tions. So, it is evident from the relation (7), that if one
component of, for instance, ~E′ will be even under reflec-
tion in the plane, situated transversely to abscissa-axis,
then the second component will be uneven.
Therefore, dual transformation symmetry of Maxwell
equations, established by Rainich [3], indicates simulta-
neously on both complex nature of EM-field in general
case, and that both electric and magnetic fields are con-
sisting in general case of the components with various
parity under improper rotations. In other words, the ro-
tation of EM-field vectors, determined by (6) is accompa-
nied by appearance of axial component for initially polar
electric field and polar component for initially axial mag-
netic field.
It has to be taken into account, that in the case θ = 0
we have well known electrodynamics with odd parity of
electric field and even parity of magnetic field. In given
case both the vectors are real vectors. Then, by the appli-
cations of the method, in which the real EM-field vector
and scalar characteristics are replaced by corresponding
complex quantities [given method was considered earlier
to be a formal, but convenient mathematical technique],
is always the addition of corresponding complex conju-
gate quantities was used. It is correct for the case θ = 0
4and will be incorrect in the case θ 6= 0, since, although
adding of corresponding complex conjugate quantities al-
lows to obtain Re ~E and Re ~H , however significant infor-
mation, which is given by Im ~E and Im ~H remains to be
unclaimed.
It is easily to show, that in the case θ 6= 0 the following
relationship is taking place[
~E2 − ~H2 + 2i( ~E ~H)
]
e−2iθ = inv, (8)
that is, we have at fixed parameter θ 6= 0 two real EM-
field invariants
( ~E2 − ~H2) cos 2θ + 2( ~E ~H) sin 2θ = I ′1 = inv
2( ~E ~H) cos 2θ − ( ~E2 − ~H2) sin 2θ = I ′2 = inv.
(9)
It follows from relation (9) that, in particular, at θ = 0
we have well known EM-field invariants
( ~E2 − ~H2) = I1 = inv
( ~E ~H) = I2 = inv.
(10)
It is interesting, that at θ = π4 and at θ =
π
2 EM-field
invariants are determined by the same relation (10) and
by arbitrary θ we have two linearly independent combi-
nations of given known invariants. At the same time is
it evident, that the following relationship takes place
I ′1
2
+ I ′2
2
= I1
2 + 4I2
2 = K = inv. (11)
It means, that quantity K is not depending on θ, that is
K is invariant of dual transformations. The invariance
of quantity K = I1
2 + 4I2
2 under dual transformations
was found earlier [4], where the physical meaning of given
invariance was also explained - the quantity, equaled to
1
4K, is square of 4-impulse density.
The examples, where the dual symmetry of EM-field
becomes apparent experimentally, are well known. For
instance, the equality of magnetic and electric energy
values for free electromagnetic wave means the invari-
ance of total energy of free electromagnetic wave under
Larmor transformation on the one hand and the invari-
ance of magnetic and electric energy components, being
to be taken separately, under the same transformations
on the second hand. Quite similar situation takes place
for EM-field in the cavity or in LC-tank.
Subsequent extension of dual symmetry for the EM-
field with sources leads also to requirement of the exis-
tence of two type of other physical quantities - two type
of charges and currents and two type of intrinsic moments
of the particles or the absorbing (dispersive) centers in
condensed matter. Relatively recently some new theoret-
ical and experimental results were obtained, which con-
cern the dual symmetry of EM-field in the matter with
two type of charges and intrinsic moments of quasiparti-
cles. Let us review given results in some details. So, the
operator equation, describing the optical transition dy-
namics, has been obtained by using of transition operator
method [6], [9]. It has been shown, that given equation
is operator equivalent to Landau-Lifshitz (L-L) equation
[21] in its difference-differential form, which takes usual
differential form in continuum limit. In view of isomor-
phism of algebras of transition operators ~ˆσk, k ∈ N and
components of the spin S = 1/2, the symmetry of Bloch
vector ~P under improper rotations and physical mean-
ing of all its components in optical Bloch equations have
been established. Let us remember, that optical Bloch
equations are the essence of gyroscopic model for spec-
troscopic transitions proposed for the first time formally
[22] by F.Bloch [23]. It was concluded in [6], that Bloch
vector is electrical dipole moment, however it is axial vec-
tor. In particular, Bloch vector is electrical intrinsic mo-
ment of (quasi) particles in condensed matter, which is
proportional to spin moment (electrical ”spin” moment),
which was predicted by Dirac already in 1928 [24] and
which was discovered experimentally in [8]. The nature of
the second vector, that is, ~E, entering into optical Bloch
equations, was also clarified. It is usual electric field vec-
tor, and it is still and all axial vector. Given conclusions
and the model used upon the whole were experimentally
confirmed in [7] and [8], in which there was reported on
the discoveries of ferroelectric and antiferroelectric spin
wave resonances. They were predicted earlier [6] on the
base of semiclassical models for the systems EM-field plus
the chain of electrical dipole moments, interacting be-
tween themselves, correspondingly, by a mechanism like
to Heisenberg exchange or antiferroelectrically. It was
found, that the mechanism of interaction of electrical
dipole moments like to Heisenberg exchange is realized
in carbon 1D chains in carbynoids by means of forma-
tion of the lattice of spin-Peierls π-solitons, being to be
electrical dipole moment carriers, in π-subsystem of va-
lence bonds. Simultaneously in σ-subsystem of valence
bonds Su-Schrieffer-Heeger σ-polarons produce also the
lattice, consisting of two Su-Schrieffer-Heeger σ-soliton
sublattices, resulting in realization of antiferroelectrical
interaction between intrinsic electrical moments (electri-
cal ”spin” moments) of σ-polarons. Especially interest-
ing, that in [8] was experimentally proved, that really
purely imaginary electrical ”spin” moments, in full cor-
respondence with Dirac discovery [24], are responsible
for the phenomenon of antiferroelectric spin wave res-
onance in the samples studied. It seems to be under-
standable, that in general case electric dipole moment
can be represented by the complex vector-function, in-
cluding along with imaginary part, which corresponds to
electrical intrinsic moment, the real part, corresponding
to orbital motion. Therefore, it was shown, that the car-
bon in 1D allotropic form possesses by very interesting
quantum physical properties. Let us remark, that strict
experimental proof of the existence of carbon in 1D al-
lotropic form was obtained by electron spin resonance
method, that is by one of the most powerful [and, conse-
quently, the most reliable] experimental methods for the
studies of quantum physics phenomena [25]. Physical ex-
planation of the possipility of existence of carbon in 1D
5allotropic form is rather simple. The Moscow chemicists
group [Kudryavtsev Yu.P and coauthors, see for details,
for instance, the book [26]] are succeeded in remoteness
of individual carbon chains in graphene plane from each
other by means of placing in interchain space of sim-
ple molecules, which do not produce any chemical bonds
with main carbon chains. Given conclusion was strictly
proved in [25], and it is the consequence of symmetry re-
quirements for the chain, where the topological solitons
are produced and propagated. In fact, the structure of
carbynoids has the resemblance with the structure of the
other well known carbon allotropic form - graphite, in
which individual graphene planes are remoted from each
other and do not produce any chemical bonds between
themselves and with simple molecules like to O2 in inter-
plane space.
III. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF EM-FIELD
Some useful results from algebra of the complex num-
bers were summarized in the paper [15]. They will be
reproduced here and will be completed by some results
from algebra of the hypercomplex numbers.
The numbers 1 and i are usually used to be basis of
the linear space of complex numbers over the field of real
numbers. At the same time to any complex number a+ib
can be set up in conformity the [2 × 2]-matrix aforegoig
(see relation (5)). The matrices
[
1 0
0 1
]
,
[
0 −i
i 0
]
(12)
produce basis for complex numbers {a + ib}, a, b ∈ R
in the linear space of [2 × 2]-matrices, defined over the
field of real numbers. It is convenient often to define the
space of complex numbers over the group of real positive
numbers, then the dimensionality of the matrices and
basis has to be duplicated, since to two unities - positive
1 and negative −1 can be set up in conformity the [2×2]-
matrices according to biective mapping
ξ : 1→
[
1 0
0 1
]
,−1→
[
0 1
1 0
]
, (13)
which allow to recreate the operations with negative
numbers without recourse of negative numbers them-
selves. Consequently, the following [4 × 4]-matrices, so
called [0,1]-matrices, can be basis of complex numbers
ζ : 1→ [e1] =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 ,
i→ [e2] =


0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0

 ,
− 1→ [e3] =


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

 ,
− i→ [e4] =


0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

 .
(14)
The choise of basis is ambiguous. Any four [4× 4] [0,1]-
matrices, which satisfy the rules of cyclic recurrence
i1 = i, i2 = −1, i3 = −i, i4 = 1 (15)
can be basis of complex numbers. In particular, the fol-
lowing [4× 4] [0,1]-matrices
[e′1] =


1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 , [e′2] =


0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0

 ,
[e′3] =


0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0

 , [e′4] =


0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0


(16)
can also be basis of complex numbers. Naturally, the
set of [0,1]-matrices, given by (16) is isomorphous to the
set, which is given by (14). It is evident, that the sys-
tem of complex numbers can be constructed by infinite
number of the ways, at that cyclic basis can consist of m
units, m ∈ N , starting from three. It is remarkable, that
the conformity between complex numbers and matrices
is realized by biective mappings. It means, that there
are also to be existing the inverse mappings, by means
of which to any squarte matrices, belonging to the linear
space with a basis given by (14), or (16), or any other,
satisfying the rules of cyclic recurrence like to (15) can be
set up in conformity the complex numbers. In particular,
to any Hermitian matrix H can be set up in conformity
the following complex number
ζ : H → S + iA =
[
S −A
A S
]
, (17)
where S and A are symmetric and antisymmetric parts
of Hermitian matrix.
In the works [56], [57] was used the apparatus of hyper-
complex n-numbers by calculation of the optical proper-
ties of 1D carbon zigzag shaped nanotubes, taking into
6account quantum nature of EM-field. Hypercomplex n-
numbers were defined to be the elements of commutative
ring Zn, being to be the direct sum of n fields C of com-
plex numbers, n ∈ N , that is
Zn = C ⊕ C ⊕ ...⊕ C. (18)
It means, that any hypercomplex n-number z ∈ Zn is n-
dimensional quantity with the components kα ∈ C,α =
0, n− 1, It can be represented in row matrix form z ∈ Zn
z = [kα] = [k0, k1, ..., kn−1]. (19)
On the other hand, hypercomplex n-number z ∈ Zn can
also be represented in the form
z =
n−1∑
α=0
kαπα, (20)
where πα,α = 0, n− 1, are basis elements of Zn. They
are the following
π0 = [1, 0, ..., 0, 0], π1 = [0, 1, ..., 0, 0],
..., πn−1 = [0, 0, ..., 0, 1].
(21)
Basis elements πα possess by projection properties
παπα = παδαβ ,
n−1∑
α=0
πα = 1, zπα = kαπα. (22)
Consequently, the set of kα ∈ C,α = 0, n− 1 is the set
of eigenvalues of hypercomplex n-number z ∈ Zn, the set
of {πα}, α = 0, n− 1 is eigenbasis of Zn-algebra.
The simplest hypercomplex number is quaternion.
Any quaternion number x can be determined according
to relation
x = (a1 + ia2)e + (a3 + ia4)j, (23)
where {am} ∈ R,m = 1, 4 and e, i, j, k produce basis,
elements of which are satisfying the conditions
(ij) = k, (ji) = −k, (ki) = j, (ik) = −j,
(ei) = (ie) = i, (ej) = (je) = j, (ek) = (ke) = k.
(24)
Quaternions in given representation were used in [15] and
in [27] to formulate the Maxwell equation in general form
and to establish the properties of corresponding EM-field
operators by its quantisation (see further).
Quaternion set {Q} can be considered to be the gener-
alization of the set Zn for n = 2 in accordance with the
relation
ZQ2 = Ce⊕ Cj, (25)
that is, it represents itself noncommutative ring. Here
e and j are real and imaginary unities correspondingly.
Geometrically the set {Q} can be interpreted to be rep-
resenting the numbers, which are determined by four
points in two mutually perpendicular planes in the space
RQ4 with the frame of reference, consisting of orthogonal
one real axis and three imaginary axes, at that i, j, k are
imaginary unities along coordinate axes in three dimen-
sional imaginary Zi3 space, being to be the subspace of
RQ4 . The result of the multiplication of two imaginary
unities is equivalent to π/2 rotation in the corresponding
pure imaginary plane. It seems to be evident, that the
space RQ4 is isomorphous to Minkowski space R4. Tak-
ing into account given interpretation, to any quaternion
number x = (a1 + ia2)e + (a3 + ia4)j can be set up in
conformity the [2× 2]-matrix according to biective map-
ping
q : (a1 + ia2)e+ (a3 + ia4)j →[
a1 −a2
a2 a1
]
E +
[
a3 −a4
a4 a3
]
J,
(26)
where E is [2× 2] unity matrix, J is the following [2× 2]
matrix
J =
[
0 1
−1 0
]
. (27)
The matrices
E =
[
1 0
0 1
]
, I =
[
0 −i
i 0
]
,
J =
[
0 1
−1 0
]
,K =
[
i 0
0 i
] (28)
produce basis for the set {x} of quaternion numbers
{x} = {(a1 + ia2)e + (a3 + ia4)j} in the linear space
of [2× 2]-matrices, defined over the field of real numbers.
It is evident, that the matrices (28) produce anticom-
mutative multiplicative group. It is also clear, that the
system of quaternion numbers like to complex numbers
can be built by infinite number of the ways.
Given short consideration has allowed to formulate the
following statements.
1.Two real vector-functions can be set up in the corre-
spondence to Hermitian operator vector-function of quan-
tized EM-field in general case.
Proof is evident and it is based on (17), if to take
into account, that quantized free EM-field can be deter-
mined by Hermitian operator vector functions ~ˆE(~r, t) and
~ˆH(~r, t) in Hilbert space, representing themselves the full
set of quantized free EM-field operator vector-functions,
that is, they can serve for basis in corresponding oper-
ator vector-functional space (see Sec.IV). We consider
here for definiteness one set of possible four sets (see
further) of Hermitian operator vector functions ~ˆE(~r, t)
and ~ˆH(~r, t) with fixed parities under improper rotations.
Given statement can be generalized.
2.Any quantumphysical Hermitian operator in Hilbert
space, which is set up in conformity to corresponding
7classical physical quantity, defines two real connected
between themselves sets of observables (amplitude and
phase sets or average value and its dispersion), that is
complex quantity in general case, which allows to describe
correctly the real noninstantaneous processes.
Proof is evident and it is based on the same relation-
ship, since any Hermitian operator can be represented by
Hermitian matrix in corresponding space, which, in its
turn, is complex number in corresponding basis or pro-
duces biective mapping with complex numbers in usual
form z = a+ ib, or z = |z|eiφ. Therefore, two sets of ob-
servables, which are determined by real functions, corre-
spond to any quantumphysical operator quantity. Given
conclusion seems to be substantial. Physically it is under-
standable, if to take into account that, for instance, the
processes of interaction by their quantum description are
characterized by interaction time. It means in its turn,
that along with amplitude, any physical quantity, which
belongs to the set of quantities, describing interaction,
has to be characterized by phase. It corresponds mathe-
matically to well known trigonometrical form of complex
numbers. Equivalent representation, corresponding to al-
gebraic form of complex numbers, characterizes the phys-
ical quantity itself and its dispersion. It is remarkable,
that the representation of physical quantities in complex
form is widely used also in classical physics, however it
is considered to be the only formal, although convenient
mathematical technique, see for example [43]. Taking
into account the sibling connection between quantum and
classical physics given technique is taken on clear physical
meaning and it becomes strict mathematical substantia-
tion. Practical consequence of the statement number two
for quantumphysical tasks is the following. In particular,
by the solution of main quantummechanical equation -
Schro¨dinger equation Hˆψn = Enψn, that is, by finding
of the eigenvalues {En}, n ∈ N , of Hamilton operator,
En has to be represented in complex form. In the appli-
cation to atom physics ReEn is the energy of nth atomic
level, ImEn is its dispersion, that is width of given level.
Usually used solution by En ∈ R leads to the lost of the
half of the possible information. The conclusion is similar
for any other quantumphysical task.
It seems to be also remarkable, that the representation
of eigenvalues of Hamilton operator in complex form like
to aforesaid classical physics technique [43], is also used
in a practice of theoretical calculations by a number of
authors to be self-evident without mathematical ground.
For instance, in [44] the eigenvalues of Hamilton opera-
tor are represented in the form En = E
(0)
n − 12 iΓn, where
E
(0)
n is the atom level energy, Γn is the atom level width,
in full correspondence with the statement number two.
The authors of the work [45] have represented the gener-
alization of linear Luttinger liquid theory. Along with
energetic characteristics of quasiparticles (spinons and
holons) spectra, given by dynamic response functions, in
particular, by the spectral function A(k, ω), they related
for arbitrary momenta and Galilean invariant systems
the phase shifts to another set of measurable properties.
They took into consideration, that unitary transforma-
tion, which removes the interaction term between quasi-
particles, is characterized by phase shifts, which are dif-
ferent for different quasiparticle modes. In other words,
the eigenvalues of Hamilton operator were also repre-
sented in complex form in correspondence with simple,
however, fundamental conclusion number two.
Let us summarise now the general algebraic proper-
ties of EM-field to confirm the conclusion concerning the
symmetry properties under improper rotations first of all
of the quantities ~P , ~E, entering optical Bloch equations,
that is, to confirm the conlusions of the works [6], [9]
from algebraic viewpoint. It was considered in details in
the work [14].
It is well known, that real EM-field can be character-
ized by both contravariant tensor Fµν (or covariant Fµν)
and contravariant pseudotensor F˜µν , which is dual to Fµν
(or covariant F˜µν , which is dual to F
µν). For example,
F˜µν is determined by the relationship F˜µν = 12e
µναβFαβ ,
where eµναβ is Levi-Civita 4-tensor. It seems to be under-
standable, that field tensors and pseudotensors are peer
and independent characteristics of EM-field. It follows
immediately from general consideration of the geometry
of Minkowski space 1R4. Really, the geometric struc-
ture of pseudo-Euclidean abstract space of index 1, to
which Minkowski space is isomorphic, determines unam-
biguously 3 kinds of peer, independent sets of linear cen-
tereuclidian geometrical objects - tensors, pseudotensors
and spinors (spin-tensors) [37]. The simplest example of
practical usage of independency of EM-field tensors and
pseudotensors from each other is the method of obtaining
of EM-field invariants, see for instance [35], [36], where
the independence of EM-field tensors and pseudotensors
is considered to be going without saying. Algebraic prop-
erties of union of two sets of EM-field tensor and pseu-
dotensor functions of 4-radius-vector x {Fµν(x)} and{
F˜µν(x)
}
respectively are summarized in the following
statements.
3.Union of contravariant (or covariant) EM-field ten-
sors and pseudotensors [tensor functions of 4-radius-
vector x, determined on some set S ⊆ 1R4 in gen-
eral case] produces linear space 〈F,+, ·〉 over a field of
scalars P , consisting of two invariant subspaces (corre-
spondingly, tensor and pseudotensor ones).
4.Union of contravariant (or covariant) EM-field ten-
sors and pseudotensors [tensor functions of 4-radius-
vector x, determined on some set S ⊆ 1R4 in general
case] produces linear algebra F= 〈F,+, ·, ∗〉 with algebraic
operations of proceeding to dual elements by means of
convolution with Levi-Civita 4-tensor, composition (ad-
dition) of ”vectors” and multiplication of ”vectors” by
scalar.
Term ”vector” means an element of tensor-
pseudotensor union. The proofs of statements 3
and 4 are simple, and they do not reproduce here. Let
us define on the space 〈F,+, ·〉 the functional Φ(x) by
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Φ[Fµν(x)] ≡ 〈Fµν(x)|Φ〉 = Fµν(x)Fµν (x∗), (29)
and
Φ[F˜µν(x)] ≡
〈
F˜µν(x)|Φ
〉
= F˜µν(x)F˜µν (x
∗). (30)
We can also define on the space 〈F,+, ·〉 the functional
Φ˜(x) by the following relationships
Φ˜[Fµν(x)] ≡ 〈Fµν(x)|Φ〉 = Fµν(x)F˜µν (x∗) (31)
and
Φ˜[F˜µν(x)] ≡
〈
F˜µν(x)|Φ
〉
= F˜µν(x)Fµν (x
∗). (32)
In Eq.(29 to 32) x∗ is fixed value of 4-radius-vector x.
It is clear, that Φ is antilinear functional on the space
F , if field of scalars is field of complex numbers C. In
particular, if field of scalars is field of real numbers R, Φ
is linear functional. Then the statement 5 takes place.
5.The set of functionals
{
Φ[F˜µν(x)]
}
,
{
Φ˜[F˜µν(x)]
}
,
preassigned on the space 〈F,+, ·〉, produces linear space
〈Φ′,+, ·〉 over a field of scalars P , which is dual to the
space 〈F,+, ·〉, however it is nonselfdual.
Here Φ′ is union of Φ and Φ˜. The proof of statement is
simple, and it does not reproduce. Quite analogous state-
ment can be formulated, if instead of a field of scalars P
some set of pseudoscalars P˜ will be taken into consider-
ation. Statement 5 (for both the cases) can be expressed
shortly by the relationship
〈Φ′,+, ·〉 = 〈F×,+, ·〉 . (33)
The nonselfduality of F× seems to be substantional,
and it determines the practical significance of given
statement. Really, from the statement 5 follows the
necessity to take into consideration always both the
spaces, that is 〈F,+, ·〉 and 〈Φ′ + ·〉, by the study of any
physical process with participation of EM-field. More
strictly, known Gelfand triple, which includes together
with spaces 〈F + ·〉 and 〈Φ′ + ·〉 the Hilbert space with
topology, determined in the proper way, has to be taken
into consideration, see, for example [38]. In other words,
for full physical description of dynamical systems, inter-
acting with EM-field, and for description of any phys-
ical phenomena, where the interaction with EM-field
presents, on the whole, it is necessary to study the re-
sponse to two Gelfand triples, determined correspond-
ingly over the scalar P field and over pseudoscalar P˜ set.
It is advisable to indicate, that pseudoscalars’ set P˜
does not produce a field, although given set produces
an additive group. It is evident, that the union of sets of
scalars P and pseudoscalars P˜ produces the ring P
′
with-
out unit. It leads to union of linear space 〈F,+, ·〉 over a
field of scalars P and linear space 〈F,+, ·〉 over a group
of pseudoscalars P˜ , if we define both the tensor functions
Fµν and F˜µν over a ring of scalar and pseudoscalar union
P˜ ′ . Let us designate linear space obtained 〈F ,+, ·〉. The
union of sets of scalars P and pseudoscalars P˜ leads also
to the union of linear algebras F = 〈F,+, ·, ∗〉 prescribed
over scalar P field and pseudoscalar P˜ set by means of
their definition over a ring of scalar and pseudoscalars
P˜ ′ . It is clear, that convolution of algebra elements with
Levi-Civita 4-tensor, that is proceeding to dual elements,
realizes automorphism.
It is easily to show, that the space 〈F ,+, ·〉 is selfdual.
Then, foregoing practical remark can be reformulated -
The solution of one or another task with EM-field par-
ticipation has to be performed in the space 〈F ,+, ·〉 over
a ring of scalars and pseudoscalars P˜ ′ .
It is also evident, that partition of given space 〈F ,+, ·〉
into four invariant subspaces
〈F (i),+, ·〉, i = 1, 4, can
be realized. Elements of the first subspace
〈F (1),+, ·〉
are genuine EM-field tensors (tensor function in general
case), determined over a scalar field P . Elements of
the second subspace
〈F (2),+, ·〉 are also genuine EM-
field tensors (tensor function in general case), deter-
mined however over a pseudoscalar P˜ additive group.
Elements of the third subspace
〈F (3),+, ·〉 are EM-field
pseudotensors (pseudotensor function in general case),
determined over a scalar field P . Elements of the fourth
subspace
〈F (4),+, ·〉 are EM-field pseudotensors (pseu-
dotensor function in general case), determined now over
a pseudoscalar P˜ additive group. Let us characterize
the symmetry kind under improper rotations of the com-
ponents of tensor elements for each subspace, that is,
let us thereby establish the symmetry kind of vectors
of electric field ~E and magnetic field ~H . In subspaces〈F (1),+, ·〉, 〈F (2),+, ·〉 vector ~E is polar vector and vec-
tor ~H is axial. Given conclusion is evident for the first
subspace. Vector ~E in the second subspace is dual vec-
tor to antisymmetric 3-pseudotensor, that determines its
polar character and vector ~H , respectively, is axial. At
the same time, in contrast to the case 1, the components
of vector ~E correspond now to pure space components
of EM-field 4-pseudotensor F˜µν in given case. The com-
ponents of vector ~H correspond for the case 2 to time-
space mixed components of given 4-pseudotensor, that
determines the axial symmetry of vector ~H . Arbitrary
element of subspace
〈F (3),+, ·〉 can be represented in
the form of αFµν(x1) + βF
µν(x2), where α, β ∈ P˜ and
x1, x2 ∈ S ⊆ 1R4. It is 4-pseudotensor, since α, β ∈ P˜ .
Its space components are in fact the components of anti-
symmetric 3-pseudotensor, which determine dual to given
tensor polar magnetic field vector ~H , while time-space
mixed components are the components of axial 3-vector
~E of electric field. Therefore, the symmetry properties
of the components of vectors ~E and ~H under improper
rotations in the case 3 will be opposite to the case 1. It
is evident, that in the 4-th case the symmetry properties
of the components of ~E and ~H under improper rotations
will be opposite to the case 2.
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ical meaning. If electric field strength vectors correspond
to above considered case 3 or 4, that is they are pseu-
dovectors (and, consequently, electric dipole moments are
also pseudovectors), the equation of dynamics of optical
transitions will have the structure, which is mathemati-
cally equivalent to the structure of the equation for dy-
namics of magnetic resonance transitions (by which mag-
netic field vector-function components correspond to the
case 1 or 2). In other words, mathematical abstractions
in optical Bloch equation become, in agreement with re-
sults [6], [7], real physical meaning, that is really ~E is the
part of intracrystalline and external electric field, which
has axial vector symmetry, ~P is electrical moment, which
seems to be built like to magnetic moment with the same
axial symmetry.
The result obtained allows to suggest, that free EM-
field is 4-fold degenerated under improper rotations. The
interaction of EM-field with device (or, generally, with
some substance) can relieve degeneracy and can lead, es-
pecially by interaction with extended centers, to unusual,
above discussed, symmetry of field vector-functions. On
the other hand, there is CPT-invariance requirement,
and optical resonance system has to satisfy to it too. It
will take place, since in compaund 4-component EM-field
structure always will be presenting the component with
the symmetry properties, which is necessary to ensure
CPT-invariance. At that we have to take into account,
that spectroscopic transitions are not instantaneous, that
is, it seems to be taking place the formation of resonance
state of united field + matter system or, in particular, of
united field + device system, for which CPT-invariance
has to be taking place. Let us remark that the resonance
state of united field + matter system can have very long
life time in comparison with field mode period, deter-
mined, for instance, by the time of Rabi-oscillation am-
plitude damping. Given conclusion becomes especially
actual, if to take into account relatively recent theoreti-
cal discovery of new quantum optics phenomenon - quan-
tum Rabi corpuscular-wave packets formation and prop-
agation [42] for the systems with strong electron-photon
interaction. By Rabi corpuscular-wave packets formation
the interaction process of the photons with matter is so
long, that it can be visible by the detection with usual
stationary spectroscopy methods by means of appearance
of additional spectral lines, that has to be taken into con-
sideration by interpretation of spectroscopic results, [57].
In given case the symmetry of responce function under
improper rotations can be changed with the change of
propagation distance and time growth (for instance by
contribution of space- and/or time dispersion in initial
absorption responce signal, taking place in conducting
media). Then, it is reasonable to suggest, that auto-
tuning of the symmetry of EM-field component is also
realized.
Therefore, foregoing simple algebraic consideration of
the properties of EM-field vector-functions leads in fact
to conclusion, that free EM-field is complicated dynam-
ical system and consist of two independent fields with
various P-parity, which in turn consist of two indepen-
dent fields with various t-parity. Given conclusion has to
be taken into account by interpretation of experimental
data.
It seems to be reasonable along with considered sym-
metry of EM-field under improper rotations to consider
in more details the gauge symmetry of EM-field.
IV. DUALLY CHARGED QUASIPARTICLES -
THEORY AND ITS EXPERIMENTAL
CONFIRMATION
It is remarkable, that the concept to take into consid-
eration the complex charge in EM-field theory was pro-
posed already in 1981 in [34] by the description of elec-
trodynamics of dually charged particles (then, naturally,
hypothetical ones), and it was done for the first time (to
our knowledge). At the same time, the viewpoint, that
EM-field is vector real field only and that it cannot be
characterized by any charges at all, is dominating upto
now, and we understand well, that the algebraic proper-
ties of EM-field, described in previous Section, have to
be theoretically argued in more details.
A. Additional gauge invariance of complex
relativistic fields
We have above argued, that along with quantized EM-
field, the classical EM-field in the matter has to be con-
sidered also in general case to be complex field. Let us
remember, that quantized EM-field has to be considered
always complex, if operators for ~E, ~H have antisymmet-
ric parts. At the same time, the complex character of
classical EM-field takes place by θ 6= 0 in Rainich dual
transformations. So, for correct description of the system
{EM-field + matter} two sets of real EM-field vector-
functions have to be taken into consideration. The sim-
plest example is description of optical absorption, trans-
mission, reflection, scattering or luminescence experi-
ments by its homodyne or heterodyne detection, when
along with amplitude the phase of EM-field has to be
taken into account. In the work [14] the idea, that for
any complex field the conserved quantity, corresponding
to its gauge symmetry, that is charge field function, can
be in general case also complex, was proved. Since given
result seems to be substantial, we reproduce given frag-
ment in given Section.
Let {ui(x) }, i = 1, n, the set of the functions of some
complex relativistic field, that is, scalar, vector or spinor
field, given in some space of Lorentz group representa-
tions. It is well known, that Lagrange equations for any
complex relativistic field can be represented in the form
of one matrix relativistic differential equation of the first
order in partial derivatives, that is in the form of so called
generalized relativistic equation, and analogous equation
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for the field with Hermitian conjugated (complex con-
jugated in the case of scalar fields) functions
{
u+i (x)
}
.
The equation for the set {ui(x) } of field functions, rep-
resented in one column matrix form ‖u(x)‖ is
(‖αµ‖∂µ + κ‖α0‖)‖u(x)‖ = 0. (34)
Similar equation for the field with Hermitian conjugated
(complex conjugated in the case of scalar fields) func-
tions, that is, for the functions
{
u+i (x)
}
, i = 1, n, is
∂µ‖u+(x)‖‖αµ‖+ κ‖u+(x)‖‖α0‖ = 0. (35)
In equations (34, 35) ‖αµ‖, ‖α0‖ are matrices with con-
stant numerical elements. They have an order, which co-
incides with dimension of corresponding space of Lorentz
group representation, realized by {ui(x) }, i = 1, n. In
particular, they are [n×n]- matrices, if { ui(x) }, i = 1, n
are scalar functions. It is evident, that the transforma-
tion
‖u′(x)‖ = βexp(iα)‖u(x)‖, (36)
where α, β ∈ R, and analogous transformation for Hermi-
tian conjugate functions (or complex conjugate functions
in the case of scalar fields)
‖u′+(x)‖ = βexp(−iα)‖u+(x)‖ (37)
keep Lagrange equations (34, 35) to be invariant. It is
understandable, that transformation of field functions by
relationships (36), (37) is equivalent to multiplication of
field functions by arbitrary complex number. It is well
known, that given linear transformation is the simplest
example of isomorphism of corresponding linear space,
which is given over the field of complex numbers, onto
itself, that is, in the case considered the relationships
(36, 37) give automorphism of the space of field functions.
Automorphism of any linear space leads to some useful
properties of the objects, which belong to given space.
For instance, if to set up in a correspondence to the
space of field functions the affine space, then conservation
laws of collinearity of the points and of simple relation
of the triple of collinear points will be fulfilled by auto-
morphism in given affine space. Consequently, we have
to expect the physical consequences of given algebraic
property in the case of physical spaces. Conformably to
the case considered we have in fact gauge transformation
of field functions, which is more general in comparison
with usually used. The set (βexp(−iα) for all possible α,
β ∈ R produces the group Γ, which is direct product of
known symmetry group U1, and multiplicative group R
of all real numbers (without zero). Therefore, in the case
considered the symmetry group of given complex field
acquires additional parameter. So, we have
Γ(α, β) = U1(α) ⊗R(β) (38)
In the work [14] the irreducible representations of the
group R(β) were found. They are
T (β) = β2k+1 = exp[(2k + 1)lnβ], (39)
where k ∈ N . Then irreducible representations of the
group Γ(α, β) represent direct product of irreducible rep-
resentations of the groups U1(α) and R(β)
T (U1(α)) ⊗ T (R(β)) = exp(−imα)exp[(2k + 1)lnβ],
(40)
where m, k = 0,±1,±2, ... .
It is clear, that some conserved quantity has to cor-
respond to gauge symmetry of the field, which is deter-
mined by the group R(β). Thus, the formulation of the
following statement was done in [14].
6.Conserving quantity - complex charge field func-
tion, which is invariant under total gauge trans-
formations ‖u′(x)‖ = βexp(iα)‖u(x)‖, ‖u′+(x)‖ =
βexp(−iα)‖u+(x)‖ corresponds to any complex relativis-
tic field (scalar, vector, spinor).
Proof. Really, since generalized relativistic equations
are invariant under transfomations (36, 37) and, conse-
quently, the variation of action integral with starting La-
grangian is equal to zero, then the variation of action in-
tegral with transformed Lagrangian in accordance with
(36, 37) will also be zero. Therefore, all the conditions of
the applicability of No¨ther theorem, by proof of which the
only invariance under Lagrange equations is sufficient,
[39], are held true. According to No¨ther theorem, the
conserved quantity, corresponding to ν − th parameter
(ν = 1, k) by invariance of field under some k-parametric
symmetry group, is
Qν(σ) =
∫
(σ)
θµνdσµ = const, (41)
where
θµν =
∂L
∂(∂µui)
[∂ρuiXρν − Yiν ]− LXµν , (42)
L is field Lagrangian, σ is any spacelike hypersurface,
σ ⊂ 1R4. We have to draw attention to typical mis-
take, which is abundant in the literature, consisting in
that, that for the applicability of No¨ther theorem the
Lagrangian invariance under corresponding symmetry
transformations is required. At the same time, the only
invariance of Lagrange equations under corresponding
symmetry transformations, which certainly takes place
in given case, is necessary (see proof of No¨ther theorem).
The matrices Xρν ,Yiν are determined by matrix repre-
sentations ‖(Iν)µ ν‖ and ‖(Jν)ik‖ of infinitesimal opera-
tors of symmetry group in coordinate space and in the
space of field functions respectively in accordance with
the following relationships
Xρν = (Iν)µαxα, Yiν = (Jν)ikuk. (43)
So, using No¨ther theorem, we obtain for 4-vector θµ the
following expression
θµ = − ∂L
∂(∂µui)
ui − ∂L
∂(∂µu∗i )
u∗i , (44)
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Components of 4-vector θµ satisfy to continuity equation
∂µθµ = 0. (45)
Conserving quantity, corresponding to (44), is the charge
field function, which is equal to
Q
′
2 = iQ2 = −i
∫
θ4d
3x. (46)
So iQ2 is determined by relationship
iQ2 = i
∫
[
∂L
∂(∂4ui)
ui +
∂L
∂(∂4u∗i )
u∗i ]d
3x. (47)
It is seen from relationship (47), that obtained addi-
tional charge function to well known charge function of
complex fields, which is real quantity, is purely imaginary
quantity. Let us remember, that known conserved gauge
invariat quantity for any complex field, for instance, for
Dirac field, that is real guantity - charge Q1, is the con-
sequence of gauge symmetry, consisting in the invariance
of Lagrange equations under the transformations
‖u′(x)‖ = exp(iα)‖u(x)‖ (48)
and
‖u′+(x)‖ = exp(−iα)‖u+(x)‖. (49)
In general case Q1, see, for instance, [40], is
Q1 = −
∫
[
∂L
∂(∂4ui)
ui − ∂L
∂(∂4ui)∗
u∗i ]d
3x. (50)
Therefore, any relativistic complex field can be char-
acterized by complex conserving quantity Q, that is by
complex charge function, which can be represented in the
form
Q = Q1 + iQ2. (51)
The statement is proved.
It is remarkable, that, like to mechanics, a number of
conservation laws, which can have EM-field, are optional
in their simultaneous fulfilment. In particular, it is ev-
ident, that by automorphic transformation of the space
of EM-field functions by relationship (36) the conserva-
tion law for charge will always take place. At the same
time the energy conservation law and the conservation of
Poynting vector will be fullfilled, if given transformation
is applied to EM-field potentials. The force characteris-
tics, that is ~E-, ~H-vector functions can be used to be basis
for free EM-field description, since they will represent the
full set in free EM-field case. However, the energy con-
servation law and the conservation of Poynting vector,
that is mathematical constructions, to which enter ~E-,
~H-vector functions, will not be fullfilled by transforma-
tion (36) at arbitrary β. We see, that the charge conser-
vation law for EM-field is fullfilled even in the case, when
the energy conservation law does not take place. There-
fore, the charge conservation law can be considered in
given meaning to be more fundamental.
Taking into account the connection between complex
electromagnetic charge function and its real and imag-
ine components, which are according to [34] electric and
magnetic charges correspondingly, the existence in the
matter of the dually charged particles, which have si-
multaneously electric and magnetic charges becomes to
be understanable. Let us remark, that the possibility of
their existence was discussed a long time ago, see, for
instance, [4].
There seems to be essential, that the existence of du-
ally charged particles in condensed matter was experi-
mentally confirmed. Their discovery was described in [9]
from the comparison of experimental results, reported
in [25], [30] and in [7]. Let us give some details, con-
cerning given conclusion. Carbynoid samples, studied in
above cited works, were active both in electron spin res-
onance and in optical spectroscopy [infrarot (IR) absorp-
tion, reflection and Raman scattering (RS) spectroscopy].
Carbynoid samples, representing themselves the systems
of quasi-1D carbon chains, can be considered to be the
most simple modelling systems for verification of theo-
retically predicted effects for quasionedimensional struc-
tures with very many practical applications. The samples
(designated ”samples A” in [7]), in which the ferromag-
netic and ferroelectric spin wave resonances (FMSWR
and FESWR) were observed on the same chain struc-
tures, have been used. Both the resonances can be de-
scribed by in fact the same equations, obtained in [6]
and modified by taking into consideration the relaxation
processes in [7]. So, the equation for the description of
optical transition dynamics in a chain is
∂~S(z)
∂t
=
[
~S(z)× γE ~E
]
−
4a2JE
~2
[
~S(z)×∇2~S(z)
]
+
~S(z)− ~S0(z)
τ
,
(52)
where ~S(z) is electric analogue of intrinsic magnetic mo-
ment, γE , JE are optical analogues of gyromagnetic ra-
tio and exchange interaction constant respectively, ~ is
Planck’s constant, a is lattice spacing, ~E is electric field,
vector-function ~S0(z) is equilibrium value of axially sym-
metric electrical dipole moment (in particular, electrical
”spin” moment), τ is relaxation time. Vector-functions
~S(z), ~S0(z) acquire in the case of FMSWR the mean-
ing of magnetic moment vector-functions, E1 is replaced
in FMSWR-case by H1, that is, by amplitude of mag-
netic component of external oscillating EM-field, JE is
replaced by the exchange interaction constant JH , γE
by γH . For the agreement with experiments, in which
the values of oscillating external electric field components
Ex, Ey in (52) are greatly less in comparison with the
value of intracrystalline electric field component Ez, and
consequently under analogous relationships between cor-
responding components of total electrical dipole moment
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(since x-, y-dipole components are induced by weak ex-
ternal electric field Ex, Ey) the linearized equation in [7]
was obtained. It was solved under additional assumption,
that equilibrium distribution of ~S0(z) along the chain is
homogeneous. All the assumptions were entirely correct
for IR measurements. The solution of linearized equa-
tion gives the relationships for a shape and amplitudes
of resonance modes and for dispersion law. They are
an =
{
− iγESτ2E1
πn
[(ωn−ω)− iτ ]
[1+(ωn−ω)2τ2]
, n = 1, 3, 5, ...
0, n = 2, 4, 6, ... ,
(53)
νn = ν0 − An2, (54)
where n ∈ N including zero, νn is a frequency of n-th
mode, A is a material parameter (A = 2πa
2S|JE |
~2L2
> 0, L
is chain length). Like to magnetic resonance measure-
ments, Re an is proportional to absorption signal, Iman
is proportional to dispersion signal. It was found the
following.
1.Dispersion law (54) holds true both by IR- and RS-
detection of FESWR.
2.The excitation of the only uneven modes by IR-
detection (by which the experimental conditions were
corresponding to applicability of linearized equation)
takes place in accordance with (53).
3.Inversely proportional dependence of the amplitudes
of modes (at resonance) on mode number n holds also
true in accordance with (53), however, also the only by
IR-detection of FESWR.
4.Splitting of Raman active vibration modes is char-
acterized by the value of parameter A, being greater ap-
proximately by factor 2, than parameter A, which char-
acterizes IR FESWR spectra (by the frequencies of zero
modes reduced by means of linear approximation proce-
dure to the same value), that confirms well the theoretical
prediction in [6].
Moreover, the value of spin S, which is equal for opti-
cally active local centers studied to 1/2, has been ob-
tained for the first time in optical spectroscopy from
pure optical experiment, demonstrating the advantages
of transition operator method in comparison with den-
sity matrix formalism in description of dynamics of spec-
troscopic transitions, which was discussed in details in
[9]. The agreement between theory and experiment ob-
tained denotes unambiguously the reliability of identifi-
cation of FESWR phenomenon on the one hand and the
validity of the conclusion on the existence of even parity
of electric vector-functions under space inversion trans-
formations in spectroscopic transition phenomena on the
other hand. Analogous conclusions on coincidence be-
tween theory and experiment take place for AFESWR
phenomenon. We wish to draw attention, that both the
phenomena are rather general and there are many exper-
imental works, where FESWR and especially AFESWR
were registered, however they were unidentified. For
instance, we can point out the work [29] with uniden-
tified FESWR registration. In [29] the characteristic
splitting of two lowest (Hg)-modes, corresponding to the
phenomenon of FESWR, has been observed by Raman
scattering study in a single crystal of metallic potas-
sium fulleride at 80 K. Our analysis of given results gives
the value of splitting parameter ∼ 1.6cm−1 for (Hg(2))-
mode, that is substantially smaller in comparison with
splitting parameter in 62.2cm−1, which was found in car-
bynoid samples (in suggestion of comparable thickness of
the samples used in both the systems). It allows therefore
to compare quantitatively the effectivity of exchange in-
teraction between electric dipole moments in carbynoids
and potassium fulleride. We see, that it differs by more
than order of value in above suggestion.
The most substantional is that, that the ratio of two
exchange constants JE/JH was obtained from the ratio
of the values of splitting parameters AE in IR FESWR
spectra and AH in the spectra of FMSWR in A-sample
reported earlier in [25], [30]. The range of given ratio
is (1.2 − 1.6)104. The appearance of two exchange con-
stants, which differ from each other more than 4 order
for the same chain structures is in fact the direct indi-
cation, that EM-field in the matter has along with com-
plex vector characteristics the complex scalar character-
istic - charge, consisting of elecric and magnetic compo-
nents, corresponding to real and imaginary charge func-
tion parts correspondingly. Moreover, the values of the
ratio JE/JH of exchange constants, observed in the same
sample on the same carbon chains, allows to evaluate the
ratio of electric and magnetic eH ≡ g to eE ≡ e compo-
nents of complex charge of simultaneously optically and
magnetically active centers, that is dually charged centers
- spin-Peierls solitons. It is sufficient to take into account
the relation g
e
∼
√
JE
JH
, which is valid in the suggestion,
that it can be neglected by the change of the space distri-
bution of the wave function of given local quasiparticles
(characteristic size of spin-Peierls solitons is evaluated in
20 interatomic units) in magnetic field and by its absence.
Hence it has been obtained, that g
e
≈ (1.1 − 1.3) × 102.
It is obviously, that given numerical evaluation is agree-
ing well with Dirac charge quantization theory [31], that
is, with relationship g
e
= 68.5en, where n = ±1,±2, ...,
at n = 2. Some deviation is quite acceptably, since the
guess is rather crude. Given result seems to be strong
experimental proof of existence of both types of charges
(electric and magnetic ones) and dually charged carriers
in condensed matter.
Therefore, given comparison allows to conclude on ex-
perimental discovery of dually charged particles, the ex-
istence of which and their properties were intensively
theoretically discussed in a number of publications of
Belarusian theoretical physics branch of V.Fock schools,
see for instance, monographs [4], [5] and many references
therein.
Although spin-Peierls solitons are quasiparticles, which
are relatively strong localized in comparison with chain
length, their characteritic localization length (and, con-
sequently, upper boundary for characteritic localization
length of magnetic charge) is exceeding in more than
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eight order the very strong pointlike localization degree
of electric charge, realized by electrons. Electron size
does not exceed according to existing at present view-
point the value 10−16 cm [32]. At the same time experi-
mental data above discussed, indicating on the existence
of magnetic charge, do not indicate lower space localiza-
tion boundary for given two magnetic charge quanta. It
means, that the existence of Dirac monopoles, that is,
the particles with strong pointlike localization degree of
magnetic charge, being to be comparable with the lo-
calization degree of electric charge in electrons remains
to be open. Let us remark, that quite recently appears
a new viewpoint on degree of electron localization [33].
”The observable gravitational and electromagnetic pa-
rameters of an electron: mass m, spin J = ~2 , charge e
and magnetic moment ea = e ~2m indicate that the consis-
tent with Einstein-Maxwell gravity electron should lead
to a Kerr-Newman background geometry. Contrary to
the widespread opinion that gravity plays essential role
only on the Planck scales, the Kerr-Newman gravity dis-
plays a new dimensional parameter a = ~2m which, for
parameters of an electron, corresponds to its Compton
wavelength and is very far from the Planck scale.” It is
further argued in [33] ”that, although gravitational field
of an electron is extremely weak, extremely large spin
of the electron produces the Kerr geometry, which has
very essential topological changes at the Compton dis-
tance. The Kerr geometry is formed by a congruence of
twistor null lines, which are focused on the Kerr singular
ring, forming a branch line of Kerr background on two
sheets. The gravitational and electromagnetic fields are
also focused on the Kerr ring, forming a sort of a closed
string, structure of which is close to described by Sen field
model of a heterotic string. The stringlike Kerr-Newman
electron contradicts to the claims on a structureless elec-
tron, but it confirms peculiar role of the Compton area
of a “dressed” electron in QED and matches with the
known limit of localization of the Dirac electron.”
Therefore, from analysis of known experimental and
theoretical works we have two reasonable conclusions of
the real existence of new general peculiatities of EM-field.
They are 1) EM-field has compound character, that is, it
can be represented to be the superposition of components
with various time inversion (t) and space inversion (P)
parities. On the other hand, above considered analysis
shows, that dual transformations, determined by (6) con-
vert real classic EM-field into complex (and vice versa).
It means, that 2) classic EM-field itself has to possess
in general case by the charge, which seems to be also
complex in general case.
V. QUATERNION NATURE OF EM-FIELD
The existing interpretation of Maxwell equations with
sources have some dissatisfaction of a following nature.
In fact, every equation in mathematical form A = B
means that A and B are different notations for the same
quantity. In existing interpretation of Maxwell equations
are absent the indications concerning the physical quan-
tity, which has to characterise simultaneously the local
properties of the field and local properties of the charged
particles, that is, which has to be represented simulta-
neously through the field derivatives, and through the
characteristics of the charged particles. If the EM-field,
considered to be a physical object, cannot carry charge,
then from physical point of view both two quantities have
different physical nature and cannot be equivalent. The
presence of complex charge to be characteristic of EM-
field allows to remove given contradiction. It means that
4-vector of current jµ for any complex field is complex
vector. In its turn, it means, that independently on start-
ing origin of the charges and current carriers in the mat-
ter [they can be result of presence of Dirac field or another
complex field] all the characteristics of EM-field in the
matter have also to be complex-valued. Given conclusion
follows immediately from Maxwell equations, since com-
plex current jµ enters explicitly in Maxwell equations.
It is also substantial, that Maxwell equations themselves
along with Lagrange equations for EM-field are invari-
ant under the transformation of EM-field functions by
relationship (36).
Now we will review in details the results of [15], indicat-
ing that generalization of Maxwell equations by means of
their representation in quaternion form, which includes
four independent constituents of EM-field, is direct con-
sequence of dual invariance symmetry.
A. Generalized Maxwell Equations
We have to remark, that setting into EM-field the-
ory of two type of charges and two type of intrinsic mo-
ments is actual, since recent above cited discovery of
dually charged quasiparticles [7] and the particles with
pure imaginary own electric moments [8] in condensed
matter, - respectively, spin-Peierls π-solitons and Su-
Schrieffer-Heeger σ-solitons in carbynoids and polyvinili-
denhalogenides, is clear experimental proof, that EM-
field theory with complex charges and complex electric
dipole moments has physical content. EM-field theory
in the matter with complex charges and complex elec-
tric dipole moments ceases, consequently, to be the only
formal model, which although is very suitable for many
technical calculations, but was considered upto now to be
the mathematical abstraction, in which magnetic charges
and magnetic currents are fictitious quantities. Similar
conclusion concerns the conception ofthe other electric
and magnetic characteristics of the matter. Given con-
ception agrees well with all practice of electric circuits’
calculations. Very fruitfull above indicated mathematical
method for electric circuits’ calculations, which uses all
complex electric characteristics, see for example [43], was
also considered earlier the only to be formal, but conve-
nient mathematical technique (haw it was accentuated
abov). Informality of given technique gets now natural
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explanation.
Let us designate the terms in (7)
~E cos θ = ~E[1], ~E sin θ = ~E[2]
~H cos θ = ~H [1], ~H sin θ = ~H [2].
(55)
The Maxwell equations for the EM-field ( ~E′, ~H ′) in the
matter in general case of both type of charged particles
(that is electrically and magnetically charged), including
dually charged particles are
[
∇× ~E′(~r, t)
]
= −µ0 ∂
~H ′(~r, t)
∂t
− ~j′g(~r, t), (56)
[
∇× ~H ′(~r, t)
]
= ǫ0
∂ ~E′(~r, t)
∂t
+ ~j′e(~r, t), (57)
(∇ · ~E′(~r, t)) = ρ′e(~r, t), (58)
(∇ · ~H ′(~r, t)) = ρ′g(~r, t), (59)
where ~j′e(~r, t), ~j
′
g(~r, t) are respectively electric and mag-
netic current densities, ρ
′
e(~r, t), ρ
′
g(~r, t) are respectively
electric and magnetic charge densities. Taking into ac-
count the relation (7) and (55) the system (56), (57),
(58), (59) can be rewritten[
∇× ( ~E[1](~r, t)− i ~E[2](~r, t))
]
=
− µ0
[
∂ ~H [1](~r, t)
∂t
− i∂
~H [2](~r, t)
∂t
]
− ~jg [1](~r, t) + i~jg[2](~r, t),
(60)
[
∇× ( ~H [1](~r, t)− i ~H [2](~r, t))
]
=
ǫ0
[
∂ ~E[1](~r, t)
∂t
− i∂
~E[2](~r, t)
∂t
]
+ ~je
[1]
(~r, t)− i~je[2](~r, t),
(61)
(∇· ( ~E[1](~r, t)− i ~E[2](~r, t))) = ρ[1]e (~r, t)− iρ[2]e (~r, t), (62)
(∇·( ~H [1](~r, t)−i ~H [2](~r, t))) = ρ[1]g (~r, t)−iρ[2]g (~r, t), (63)
where ~je
[1]
(~r, t), ~je
[2]
(~r, t), ~jg
[1]
(~r, t), ~jg
[2]
(~r, t) are corre-
spondingly electric and magnetic current densities, which
by dual transformations are obeing to the relation like to
(7) [4], they are designated like to (55), ρ
[1]
e (~r, t), ρ
[2]
e (~r, t),
ρ
[1]
g (~r, t), ρ
[2]
g (~r, t) are correspondingly electric and mag-
netic charge densities, which transformed and designated
like to field strengths and currents. In fact, the sys-
tem of equations (60), (61), (62), (63) represent the in-
tegrated Maxwell equations for two kinds of EM-fields
(photon fields in quantum case), which differ by pari-
ties of vector and scalar quantities, entering in equations,
under space inversion transformations. So, the compo-
nents ~E[1](~r, t), ~H [2](~r, t), ~je
[1]
(~r, t) have uneven parity,
~E[2](~r, t), ~H [1](~r, t),~je
[2]
(~r, t) have even parity, ρ
[1]
e (~r, t),
ρ
[2]
g (~r, t) are scalars, ρ
[2]
e (~r, t), ρ
[1]
g (~r, t) are pseudoscalars.
In the case, when ~j′g(~r, t) = 0, ρ
′
g(~r, t) = 0 we obtain the
equations of usual singly charge electrodynamics for com-
pound EM-field in mathematically correct form, which
allows to separate the components of EM-field with var-
ious parities P under space inversion. Let us accentuate
once again, that the idea, that vector quantities, which
characterize EM-field, are compound quantities and in-
lude both gradient and solenoidal parts, that is uneven
and even parts under space inversion was put forward
earlier in implicit form in [4]. The representation in ex-
plicit form by equations (60), (61), (62), (63) seems to be
actual, since field vector and scalar functions with vari-
ous t- and P -parities are mathematically heterogeneous
and, for instance, their simple linear combination, for
instance, for P -uneven and P -even electric field vector-
functions ~E[1](~r, t), ~E[2](~r, t)
α1 ~E
[1](~r, t) + α2 ~E
[2](~r, t) (64)
with coefficients α1, α2 from the field of real numbers,
which is taking place in a number of theoretical and
experimental works, is collage. Similar situation was
discussed in [9] by analysis of Bloch vector symmetry
under improper rotations. Mathematically the objects,
which are like to (64) can exist. Actually, to the set of
{ ~E[1](~r, t)} and to the set of { ~E[2](~r, t)} can be put in cor-
respondence the affine space. However, given affine space
corresponds to direct sum of two usual vector spaces,
consisting of different physically objects, that is, it rep-
resents in fact also collage. Really, given direct sum can
be represented by direct sum of linear capsule{
αk1 ~E
[1](~r, t)|αk1 ∈ R, k ∈ N
}
, (65)
representing itself three-dimensional vector space of the
set { ~E[1](~r, t)} and linear capsule{
αl2 ~E
[2](~r, t)|αl2 ∈ R, l ∈ N
}
, (66)
representing itself three-dimensional vector space of the
set { ~E[2](~r, t)}. It is substantial, that both the vector
spaces cannot be considered to be subspaces of any three-
dimensional or six-dimensional vector spaces, consisting
of uniform objects. Moreover, it is evident, that the affine
space, defined in that way, cannot be metrizable, when
considering it to be a single whole. It means in its turn,
that the set of objects, given by (64) are not vectors in
usual algebraic meaning. Even Pythagorean theorem, for
instance, cannot be used.
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It can be shown, that the system, analogous to (60),
(61), (62), (63) can be obtained for the second pair of
EM-fields (photon fields in quantum case), which differ
by parities of vector and scalar quantities, entering in
equations, under time reversal. Really it is easily to see,
that Maxwell equations along with dual transformation
symmetry, established by Rainich, given by relations (2) -
(7), are symmetric relatively the dual transformations of
another kind of all the vector and scalar quantities, char-
acterizing EM-field, which, for instance, for electric and
magnetic field strengh vector-functions can be presented
in the following matrix form[
~E′′
~H ′′
]
=
[
coshϑ i sinhϑ
−i sinhϑ coshϑ
] [
~E
~H
]
, (67)
where ϑ is arbitrary continuous parameter, ϑ ∈ [0, 2π].
The relation (67) can be rewritten in the form
[
~E′′
~H ′′
]
=
[
cos iϑ sin iϑ
− sin iϑ cos iϑ
] [
~E
~H
]
. (68)
In particular, if ϑ is polar angle of coordinate system
in the plane, determined by ~E and ~H , the transforma-
tions (67) represent themselves hyperbolic rotations in
( ~E, ~H)-plane. Let us call the transformations (67) by
hyperbolic dual transformations. It represents the inter-
est to consider the following particular case of hyperbolic
dual transformations. We can define parameter ϑ accord-
ing to relation
tanhϑ =
V
c
= β, (69)
where V is the velocity of the frame of reference, moving
along x-axis in 3D real subspace of 1R4 Minkowski space.
We can also to set up in conformity to the plane (x2, x3)
in Minkowski space, the plane ( ~E, ~H) , in which ~E, ~H are
orthogonal and are directed along abscissa and ordinate
axes correspondingly (or vice versa). Then we obtain
| ~E′′| = |
~E|+ β| ~H |√
1− β2
| ~H ′′| = |
~H | − β| ~E|√
1− β2
,
(70)
(or similar relations, in which ~E, ~H are interchanged by
places). In vector form given transformations are
~E′′ =
~E + 1
c
[ ~H × ~V ]√
1− β2
~H ′′ =
~H − 1
c
[ ~E × ~V ]√
1− β2
,
(71)
Therefore, it is seen, that ~E, ~H are transformed like to
x0 and x1 coordinates (or vice versa) of the space
1R4.
It follows from here, that both the vectors ~E′′, ~H ′′ have
t-even and t-uneven components in general case. We see
also that Lorentz-invariance of Maxwell equations is par-
ticular case of more general hyperbolic dual symmetry.
It means, that restriction to only Lorentz-invariance in
consideration of Maxwell equations’ symmetry, which is
usually used, constricts the concept on the EM-field itself
and it is thereby constricting the possibilities for com-
pleteness of its practical usage.
Taking into account (5) we obtain the relations, which
are similar to (6), which can be rewritten in the similar
to (7) form, that is, we have
~E′′ = ~E cos iϑ− i ~E sin iϑ
~H ′′ = ~H cos iϑ− i ~H sin iϑ.
(72)
It is proof in general case, that each of two indepen-
dent Maxwellian field components with even and uneven
parities under space inversion is also compound and it
consists of two independent components with even and
uneven parities under time reversal. Then imposing des-
ignations
~E cos iϑ = ~E[3], ~E sin iϑ = ~E[4]
~H cos iϑ = ~H [3], ~H sin iϑ = ~H [4]
(73)
and considering the vector-functions ( ~E[1](~r, t), ~E[2](~r, t))
and ( ~H [1](~r, t), ~H [2](~r, t)) to be definitional domain for
the vector-functions ~E′′(~r, t), ~H ′′(~r, t) correspondingly,
the Maxwell equations for the components of the field
( ~E[1], ~H [1]) and ( ~E[2], ~H [2]) have the same form and they
are [
∇× ( ~E[3](~r, t)− i ~E[4](~r, t))
]
=
− µ0
[
∂ ~H [3](~r, t)
∂t
− i∂
~H [4](~r, t)
∂t
]
− ~jg [3](~r, t) + i~jg[4](~r, t),
(74)
[
∇× ( ~H [3](~r, t)− i ~H [4](~r, t))
]
=
ǫ0
[
∂ ~E[3](~r, t)
∂t
− i∂
~E[4](~r, t)
∂t
]
+ ~je
[3]
(~r, t)− i~je[4](~r, t),
(75)
(∇· ( ~E[3](~r, t)− i ~E[4](~r, t))) = ρ[3]e (~r, t)− iρ[4]e (~r, t), (76)
(∇·( ~H [3](~r, t)−i ~H [4](~r, t))) = ρ[3]g (~r, t)−iρ[4]g (~r, t), (77)
where ~je
31]
(~r, t), ~je
[4]
(~r, t), ~jg
[3]
(~r, t), ~jg
[4]
(~r, t) are, cor-
respondingly, electric and magnetic current densities,
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ρ
[3]
e (~r, t), ρ
[4]
e (~r, t), ρ
[3]
g (~r, t), ρ
[4]
g (~r, t) are, correspond-
ingly, electric and magnetic charge densities, which trans-
formed and designated like to field strengths and cur-
rents. In fact the system of equations (74), (75), (76),
(77) represent itself corredtly integrated Maxwell equa-
tions for two kinds of EM-fields (photon fields in quantum
case), which differ by parities of vector and scalar quan-
tities, entering in equations, under time reversal. So, the
components ~E[3](~r, t), ~H [4](~r, t), ~je
[3]
(~r, t) have uneven
parity, ~E[4](~r, t), ~H [3](~r, t), ~je
[4]
(~r, t) have even parity,
ρ
[3]
e (~r, t), ρ
[4]
g (~r, t) are scalars, ρ
[4]
e (~r, t), ρ
[3]
g (~r, t) are pseu-
doscalars. In the case, when ~j′′g(~r, t) = 0, ρ
′′
g(~r, t) = 0
we obtain the equations of usual singly charge electro-
dynamics for two components of EM-field with various
parities under space inversion, at that either of the two
consist also of two components of EM-field with various
parity under time reversal.
It is easily to see, that invariants for EM-field, consist-
ing of two hyperbolic dually symmetric parts, that is at
ϑ 6= 0 have the form, analogous to (8) and they can be
obtained, if parameter θ to replace by iϑ. They are[
~E2 − ~H2 + 2i( ~E ~H)
]
e2ϑ = inv. (78)
Consequently, two real invariats at ϑ 6= 0 have the form
( ~E2 − ~H2)e2ϑ = I1′′ = inv,
2( ~E ~H)e2ϑ = I2
′′ = inv.
(79)
It follows from relation (79), that in both the cases, that
is, at ϑ = 0 and at fixed ϑ 6= 0, we obtain in fact well
known EM-field invariants, since factor e2ϑ at fixed ϑ
seems to be insufficient. At the same time at arbitrary
ϑ,which can be considered to be additional variable, the
relation
I1
′′
I2′′
=
I1
I2
=W = inv (80)
is taking place. It is seen, that the value ofW is indepen-
dent on ϑ. It means physically, that the absolute values of
both the vector-functions ~E(~r, t) and ~H(~r, t) are changed
synchronously by hyperbolic dual transformations.
So, the usage of complex number theory allows to
represent correctly the electrodynamics for two photon
fields, which differs by parities under space inversion or
time reversal by the same single system of generalized
Maxwell equations. At the same time, we have two re-
lated sets, that is pairs of complex vector and scalar
functions, which are ordered in their P - and t-parities.
It corresponds to definition of quaternions. Really, any
quaternion number x can be determined according to re-
lation
x = (a1 + ia2)e + (a3 + ia4)j, (81)
where {am} ∈ R,m = 1, 4 and e, i, j, k produce basis,
elements of which are satisfying the conditions
(ij) = k, (ji) = −k, (ki) = j, (ik) = −j,
(ei) = (ie) = i, (ej) = (je) = j, (ek) = (ke) = k.
(82)
Let us designate the quantities
( ~E[1](~r, t)− i ~E[2](~r, t)) + ( ~E[3](~r, t)− i ~E[4](~r, t))j =
~E(~r, t)
( ~H [1](~r, t)− i ~H [2](~r, t)) + ( ~H [3](~r, t)− i ~H [4](~r, t))j =
~H(~r, t)
(~je
[1]
(~r, t)− i~je[2](~r, t)) + (~je[3](~r, t)− i~je[4](~r, t))j =
~je(~r, t)
(−~jg [1](~r, t) + i~jg [2](~r, t)) + (−~jg [3](~r, t) + i~jg[4](~r, t))j =
~jg(~r, t)
(ρ[1]e (~r, t)− iρ[2]e (~r, t)) + (ρ[3]e (~r, t)− iρ[4]e (~r, t))j =
ρe(~r, t)
(ρ[1]g (~r, t)− iρ[2]g (~r, t)) + (ρ[3]g (~r, t)− iρ[4]g (~r, t))j =
ρg(~r, t),
(83)
where
~E[1](~r, t), ~H [2](~r, t), ~je
[1]
(~r, t),
~jg
[2]
(~r, t), ρ[1]e (~r, t), ρ
[2]
g (~r, t)
(84)
are P -uneven, t-even,
~E[2](~r, t), ~H [1](~r, t), ~je
[2]
(~r, t),
~jg
[1]
(~r, t), ρ[2]e (~r, t), ρ
[1]
g (~r, t)
(85)
are P -uneven, t-uneven,
~E[3](~r, t), ~H [4](~r, t), ~je
[3]
(~r, t),
~jg
[4]
(~r, t), ρ[3]e (~r, t), ρ
[4]
g (~r, t)
(86)
are P -even, t-even,
~E[4](~r, t), ~H [3](~r, t), ~je
[4]
(~r, t),
~jg
[3]
(~r, t), ρ[4]e (~r, t), ρ
[3]
g (~r, t)
(87)
are P -even, t-uneven. According to definition of quater-
nions ~E(~r, t), ~H(~r, t), ~je(~r, t), ~jg(~r, t), ρe(~r, t), ρg(~r, t) are
quaternions. It means, that EM-field has quaternion
structure and dual and hyperbolic dual symmetry of
Maxwell equations will take proper account, if all the
vector and scalar quantities to represent in quaternion
form. Consequently, we have
[
∇× (~E(~r, t))
]
= −µ0
[
∂~H(~r, t)
∂t
]
− ~jg(~r, t), (88)
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[
∇× (~H(~r, t))
]
= ǫ0
[
∂~E(~r, t)
∂t
]
+ ~je(~r, t), (89)
(∇ · (~E(~r, t))) = ρe(~r, t), (90)
(∇ · (~H(~r, t))) = ρg(~r, t) (91)
Therefore, symmetry of Maxwell equations under dual
transformations of both the kinds allows along with gen-
eralization of Maxwell equations themselves to extend
the field of application of Maxwell equations. It means
also, that dual electrodynamics, developed by Tomilchick
and co-authors, see, for instance, [4], obtains additional
ground. Basic field equations in dual electrodynamics
[4], [5], being to be written separately for two type of
independent photon fields with various parities under
space inversion or time reversal, will be isomorphic to
Maxwell equations in complex form. It was in fact shown
partly earlier in [34], [5], where complex charge was taken
into consideration. At the same time, all aspect of dual
symmetry, leading to four-component quaternion form of
Maxwell equations seem to be representing in [15] for the
first time.
VI. SYMMETRY OF MECHANICS AND
ELECTRODYNAMICS DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATIONS AND QUANTUM THEORY
The results of algebraic symmetry studies can be gen-
eralized, if to take into consideration, that differential
equations (34, 35) are invariant under the same transfor-
mation (36), (37). Therefore, it is seen, that the cor-
respondence between the symmetry of differential equa-
tions and the mathematical nature [in the concept of the
number theory] of the quantities, incoming in given equa-
tions seems to be taking place. It was done in [28] and
will be reviewed in the paper presented. The following
statements were established:
9.Differential equations, which are invariant under
transformations of groups, which are symmetry groups
of mathematical numbers (considered in the frame of the
number theory) determine the mathematical nature of the
quantities, incoming in given equations. In the case of
invariance of differential equations under transformation
(36), that is in the case of invariance under transforma-
tions of multiplicative group of complex numbers, the
proof seems to be evident. Really, the multiplication, for
instance, of full set of field function on complex numbers
means, that the functions themselves have to be complex.
It seems to be essential, that differential equations for
dynamics of nonrelativistic classical mechanics are invari-
ant under transformation (36) too. Really, the dynamics
of classical mechanics systems is described by Lagrange
equations or by equivalent canonical Hamilton equations.
It is known, that, for instance, Hamilton equations are
invariant under contact transformations of variables, that
is under the transformation of linear elements - positions
and directions, but not points. The transformation (36)
is referred to given class. It means, that by quantization
all physical quantities, which determine the dynamics of
classical mechanics systems have to be represented by
quantum-mechanical description by one of the variants
of the representation of complex numbers, in particular,
taking into account (17), by Hermitian matrices. There-
fore, we have the proof of the statement, being to be the
proof of the main postulate of quantum mechanics.
10.To any mechanical quantity can be set up in the cor-
respondence the Hermitian matrix by quantization. It is
in fact the consequence of the statement 9. The choose of
construction of mathemaical apparatus of quantum me-
chanics on the base of Hermitian matrices is convenient,
however, it is the only one variant from the infinity of
variants of the representations of quantum mechanical
quantities by complex numbers. We have to remark, that
the description of the processes in classical mechanics by
means of complex number is also correct. But in very
many practical cases, for instance, for mechanical tasks,
described by Newton equation, force and impulse can be
characterized by the same phase factor (that is, it can be
not taking into consideration). Let us consider the case
of invariance of differential equations under transforma-
tion of anticommutative group of quaternion numbers. It
is the case of electrodynamics.
11.To any electrodynamics quantity can be set up in the
correspondence the Quaternion (that is twice-Hermitian)
matrix by quantization of EM-field.
The presence along with vector quaternion charac-
teristics the independent scalar quaternion characterics
of EM-field allows to describe EM-field instead of
unobservable vector and scalar potentials by observ-
able electric field 4-vector-function with the compo-
nents Eα(~r, t) = {Ex(~r, t), Ey(~r, t), Ez(~r, t), i cρe(~r,t)λ }
and (or in the case of free EM-field) by means
of magnetic field 4-vector-function Hµ(~r, t) =
{Hx(~r, t), Hy(~r, t), Hz(~r, t), i cρm(~r,t)λ }, where icρe(~r, t),
icρm(~r, t) are the j4(~r, t)-component of 4-current density,
corresponding to contribution of electric and magnetic
component of charge densities correspondingly, λ is
conductivity, which for the case of EM-field propagation
in vacuum is λv =
1
120π (Ohm)
−1. Then electric ~je(~r, t)
(and magnetic ~jg(~r, t) in general case) current densities
in the right side of Maxwell equations can be represented
by well known relations ~je(~r, t) = ρe(~r, t)~ve(~r, t), where
~ve(~r, t)is charge velocity in joint system {EM-field +
matter} and analogous relation (in general case) for
magnetic ~jg(~r, t) current density. Now the invariance
of Maxwell equations under transformations (36) be-
comes to be evident. Therefore, take into account the
statement 11, we obtain the independent proof, that
all EM-feld quantities have to be considered minimum
being to be complex quantities (for correct description
of electromagnetic phenomena). Given picture is prac-
tically always used both in the theory and in practical
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applications. However, even given representation in
some cases is insufficient, it concerns, for instance, the
dynamics of optical transitions [9]. At the same time,
it is easily to see, that Maxwell equations are invariant
under transformations of quaternion non-abelian mul-
tiplicative group. In its turn, it leads to conclusion,
that really to EM-field functions can be set up in the
correspondence the Quaternion (that is twice-Hermitian)
matrices by the quantization of EM-field. It is in fact
the consequence of the presence along with symmetry
of Maxwll equations under transformations, given by
(36), the Rainich [3] dual symmetry and additional
dual symmetry, established in [15]. Let us remark for
comparison, that the equations of the dynamics of me-
chanical systems are not invariant under transformations
of quaternion multiplicative group. It is the consequence
of non-abelian character of given group.
Therefore, the symmetry study of main differential
equations of mechanics and electrodynamics has shown,
that differential equations, which are invariant under
transformations of groups, which are symmetry groups
of mathematical numbers (considered in the frame of the
number theory) determine the mathematical nature of
the quantities, incoming in given equations. The main
postulate of quantum mechanics, consisting in that, that
to any mechanical quantity can be set up into the cor-
respondence the Hermitian matrix by quantization was
proved. High symmetry of Maxwell equations, consist-
ing in the presence along with gauge symmetry under
transformations, given by (36), the Rainich dual symme-
try and additional hyperbolic dual symmetry, established
in [15], allowed to show, that to EM-field functions, in-
coming in given equations, can be set up into the cor-
respondence the Quaternion (twice-Hermitian) matrices
by their quantization.
VII. CAVITY DUALLY SYMMETRIC
ELECTRODYNAMICS
Let us find the conserving quantities, which correspond
to dual and hyperbolic dual symmetries of Maxwell equa-
tions. It seems to be interesing to realize given task
on concrete practically essential example of cavity EM-
field. At the same time, in order to built the Lagrangian,
which is adequate to given task, it seems to be reasonable
to solve the following concomitant task - to find dually
symmetric solutions of Maxwell equations. It seems to
be understandable, that the general solutions of differ-
ential equations can also possess by the same symme-
try, which have starting differential equations, nevethe-
less dual symmetry of the solutions of Maxwell equations
was earlier not found.
A. Classical Cavity EM-Field
Suppose EM-field in volume rectangular cavity with-
out any matter inside it and made up of perfectly elec-
trically conducting walls. Suppose also, that the field
is linearly polarized and without restriction of common-
ness let us choose the one of two possible polarization of
EM-field electrical component ~E(~r, t) along x-direction.
Then the vector-function Ex(z, t)~ex can be represented
in well known form of Fourier sine series
~E[1](~r, t) = Ex(z, t)~ex =
[
∞∑
α=1
AEα qα(t) sin(kαz)
]
~ex,
(92)
where qα(t) is amplitude of α-th normal mode of the
cavity, α ∈ N , kα = απ/L, AEα =
√
2ω2αmα/V ǫ0,
ωα = απc/L, L is cavity length along z-axis, V is cavity
volume, mα is parameter, which is introduced to obtain
the analogy with mechanical harmonic oscillator. Let us
remember, that the expansion in Fourier series instead of
Fourier integral expansion is determined by known dis-
continuity of ~k-space, which is the result of finiteness of
cavity volume. Particular sine case of Fourier series is
consequence of boundary conditions
[~n× ~E]|S = 0, (~n ~H)|S = 0, (93)
which are held true for the perfect cavity considered.
Here ~n is the normal to the surface S of the cavity. It is
easily to show, that Ex(z, t) represents itself a standing
wave along z-direction.
Let us analyse the solutions of Maxwell equations for
EM-field in a cavity in comparison with known solutions
from the literature and to draw the attention to some
mathematical details, which have, however, substantial
physical consequences, allowing to extend our insight to
EM-field nature. For given reasons, despite on analysis
simplicity, we will produce the consideration in details.
Using the equation
ǫ0
∂ ~E(z, t)
∂t
=
[
∇× ~H(z, t)
]
, (94)
we obtain the expression for magnetic field
~H(~r, t) =
[
∞∑
α=1
AEα
ǫ0
kα
dqα(t)
dt
cos(kαz) + fα(t)
]
~ey, (95)
where {fα(t)}, α ∈ N , is the set of arbitrary functions of
the time. It is evident, that the expression for ~H(~r, t) (95)
is satisfying to boundary conditions (93). The partial
solution, in which the functions {fα(t)} are identically
zero, that is, ~H(~r, t) is
~H [1](~r, t) =
[
∞∑
α=1
AEα
ǫ0
kα
dqα(t)
dt
cos(kαz)
]
~ey, (96)
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is always used in all the EM-field literature. However,
even in given case it is evident, that the Maxwellian field
is complex field. Really, using the equation
[
∇× ~E
]
= −∂
~B
∂t
= −µ0 ∂
~H
∂t
(97)
it is easily to find the class of field functions {qα(t)}.
They will satisfy to differential equations
d2qα(t)
dt2
+
k2α
µ0ǫ0
qα(t) = 0, α ∈ N. (98)
Consequently, we have
qα(t) = C1αe
iωαt + C2αe
−iωαt, α ∈ N, (99)
where C1α, C2α, α ∈ N are arbitrary constants. Thus,
real-valued free Maxwell field equations are resulting
in well known in the theory of differential equations
situation - the solutions are complex-valued functions.
It means, that generally the field functions for free
Maxwellian field in the cavity produce complex space.
So, we obtain additional independent argument, that the
known conception, on the only real-quantity definiteness
of EM-field, has to be corrected. On the other hand,
the equation (98) has also the only real-valued general
solution, which can be represented in the form
qα(t) = Bα cos(ωαt+ φα), (100)
where Bα, φα, α ∈ N are arbitrary constants. It is sub-
stantial, that the functions in real-valued general solution
have a definite t-parity.
Thus, we come independently on the previous consid-
eration in Sec.III and Sec.IV to the conclusion, that clas-
sical Maxwellian EM-field can be both real-quantity de-
fined and complex-quantity defined.
It is interesting, that there is the second physically
substantial solution of Maxwell equations. Really, from
general expression (95) for the field ~H(~r, t) it is easily to
obtain differential equations for {fα(t)}, α ∈ N ,
dfα(t)
dt
+AEα
ǫ0
kα
∂2qα(t)
∂t2
cos(kαz)
− 1
µ0
AEα kαqα(t) cos(kαz) = 0.
(101)
The formal solution of given equations in general case is
fα(t) = A
E
α cos(kαz)

kα
µ0
t∫
0
qα(τ)dτ − dqα(t)
dt
ǫ0
kα


(102)
Therefore, we have the second solution of Maxwell equa-
tions for ~H(~r, t) in the form
~H [2](~r, t) = −
{
∞∑
α=1
AHα q
′
α(t) cos(kαz)
}
~ey, (103)
where AHα =
√
2ω2αmα/V µ0. Similar consideration gives
the second solution for ~E(~r, t)
~E[2](~r, t) =
{
∞∑
α=1
AEα q
′′
α(t) sin(kαz)
}
~ex, (104)
The functions q′α(t) and q
′′
α(t) in relationships (103) and
(104) are
q′α(t) = ωα
t∫
0
qα(τ)dτ
q′′α(t) = ωα
t∫
0
q′α(τ
′)dτ ′
(105)
correspondingly. Owing to the fact, that the solutions
have simple form of harmonic trigonometrical functions,
the second solution for electric field differs from the first
solution the only by sign, that is substantial, and by
inessential integration constants. Integration constants
can be taken into account by means of redefinition of
factor mα in field amplitudes. It is also evident, that if
vector-functions ~E(~r, t) and ~H(~r, t) are the solutions of
Maxwell equations, then vector-functions Tˆ ~E(~r, t) and
Tˆ ~H(~r, t), where Tˆ is time inversion operator, are also
the solutions of Maxwell equations. Moreover, if starting
vector-function, to which operator Tˆ is applied is t-even,
then there is t-uneven solution, for instance, for magnetic
component in the form
Tˆ [t ~H(~r, t)]
t
, (106)
where t is time. It can be shown in a similar way, that du-
ally symmetric solutions, which are P -even and P -uneven
are also existing.
Therefore, there are the solutions with various com-
binations of the signs for vector-functions ~E(~r, t) and
~H(~r, t), which are realized simultaneously, that is, their
linear combination with coefficients from the field C of
complex numbers will represent the solution of Cauchy
problem for Maxwell equations in correspondence with
known theorem, that the solution of Cauchy problem for
any systems of homogeneous linear equations in partial
derivatives exists and it is unique in the vicinity of any
point of the initial surface (in the case, when the point se-
lected is not characteristic point and the function, which
determines given hypersurface is continuously differen-
tiable). In other words, we obtain again the agreement
with Maxwell equation symmetry consideration. Given
property of EM-field seems to be essential, since it per-
mits passing for the processes, which seemingly are for-
bidden by CPT-theorem. For example, let us consider
the resonance system EM-field plus matter in the cavity,
in particular, the so called dressed state of some quasi-
particles’ system. Suppose, that wave function can be
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factorized, matter part is P - and t-even under space and
time inversion transformations, while EM-field part is P -
uneven. CPT-invariance will be preserved, since EM-field
has simultaneously with t-even the t-uneven component,
determined by expression (106) [that is we have the same
conclusion, obtained in previous Section]. Therefore, t-
parity of the function q′α(t) can be various, and in the
case, if we choose t-parity to be identical to the parity
of the function qα(t), the solution will be different in the
meaning, that the field vectors will have opposite t-parity
in comparison with the first solution. It is also evident,
that boundary conditions are fullfilled for all the cases
considered.
To build the Lagrangian, we can choose the following
sets of EM-field functions {us,±α (x)}, s = 1, 2, α ∈ N ,
{u1,±α (x)} = {
√
ǫ0A
E
α sin kα(x3)[qα(x4)± iq
′′
α(x4)]}
{u2,±α (x) = {
√
µ0A
H
α cos kα(x3)[−q′α(x4)±
i
ωα
dqα(x4)
dx4
]}
(107)
The functions {us,±α (x)}, s = 1, 2, α ∈ N are built from
the components of the expansion in Fourier series of the
fields ~E[1](~r, t), ~E[2](~r, t) and ~H [2](~r, t), ~H [1](~r, t) corre-
spondingly. At the same time the sets {us,±α (x)}, s =
1, 2, α ∈ N produce at fixed x two orthogonal countable
bases, corresponding to s = 1, 2 in two Hilbert spaces,
which are formed by vectors U[s,±](us,±1 (x), u
s,±
2 (x), ...)
for variable x ∈ 1R4. Really scalar product of
two arbitrary vectors U
[s,±]
i (u
s,±
1 (xi), u
s,±
2 (xi), ...) and
U
[s,±]
j (u
s,±
1 (xj), u
s,±
2 (xj), ...), that is
〈U[s,±]i (xi) | U[s,±]j (xj)〉 (108)
is equal to
∞∑
α=1
L∫
0
u∗s,±α (x4,i, z)u
s,±
α (x4,j , z)dz, s = 1, 2, (109)
that means, that it is restricted, since the sum over s
represents the energy of the field in restricted volume.
Consequently, the norm of vectors can be defined by the
relationship
‖U[s,±](x)‖ =
√
〈U[s,±](x) | U[s,±](x)〉 =√√√√√ ∞∑
α=1
L∫
0
u∗s,±α (x4,i, z)u
s,±
α (x4,j , z)dz, s = 1, 2.
(110)
Then vector distance is
d(U[s,±](xi),U
[s,±](xj)) = ‖U[s,±](xi)− U[s,±](xj)‖.
(111)
So we obtain, that the vectors {U[s,±](x)}, x ∈ 1R4
produce the space L2 and taking into account the Riss-
Fisher theorem, it means, that given vector space is com-
plete, that in its turn means, that the spaces of vectors
{U[s,±](x)}, x ∈ 1R4, s = 1, 2, are Hilbert spaces. Conse-
quently, Lagrangian L(x) can be represented in the fol-
lowing form
L(x) =
2∑
s=1
4∑
µ=1
∞∑
α=1
∂us,±α (x)
∂xµ
∂u∗s,±α (x)
∂xµ
−
2∑
s=1
4∑
µ=1
∞∑
α=1
K(x)us,±α (x)u
∗s,±
α (x),
(112)
where K(x) is factor, depending on the set of variables
x = {xµ}, µ = 1, 4.
Let us find the conserving quantity, corresponding to
dual symmetry of Maxwell equations. Dual transforma-
tion, determined by relation (4) is the transformation
the only in the space of field three-dimensional vector-
functions ~E, ~H , (let us designate it by ( ~E, ~H)-space) and
it does not touch upon the coordinates. It seems to be
conveniet to define in given space the reference frame,
then the transformation, given by (4) is the rotation of
two component matrix vector-function
‖F‖ =
[
~E
~H
]
. (113)
Instead of two Hilbert space for two sets of vectors
{U[s,±](x)}, x ∈ 1R4, s = 1, 2 we can also define one
Hilbert space for block row matrix vector function set
‖U(x)‖ =
[
U[1,±](x)U[2,±](x)
]
(114)
with the set of components, being to be row two-
component matrices
{‖Uα(x)‖} = {
[
u1,±α (x)u
2,±
α (x)
]}, (115)
where α ∈ N . In general case, instead of parameter θ
we can define rotation angles θik, i, k = 1, 3 in 2D-planes
of ( ~E, ~H) functional space. It is evident, that θik are
antisymmetric under the indices i, k = 1, 3. According to
No¨ther theorem, the conserving quantity, corresponding
to parameters θik in dual transformations (4), that is at
θik = θ12 is determined by relations like to (41) and (42).
So, we obtain
Sµ12 = −[
∞∑
α=1
∂L
∂(∂µ‖U∗α‖)
‖Yα‖] + c.c., (116)
where µ = 1, 4 and it was taken into account, that ‖Xα‖
in matrix relation (116), which is like to (41), is equal to
zero. The factor ∂L
∂(∂µ‖U∗α‖)
in (116) is row matrix
∂L
∂(∂µ‖U ∗α ‖) =

 ∂L
∂(∂u
∗,1±
α
∂xµ
)
∂L
∂(∂u
∗,2±
α
∂xµ
)

 , (117)
matrix ‖Yα‖ is product of matrices ‖Iα‖ and ˜‖Uα(x)‖,
that is
‖Yα‖ = ‖Iα‖
[
u1±α
u2±α
]
, (118)
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where ‖Iα‖ is the matrix, which corresponds to infinites-
imal operator of dual or hyperbolic dual transformations
of α-th mode of cavity EM-field. It represents in gen-
eral case the product of three matrices, corresponding to
rotation along three mutually perpendicular axes in 3D
functional space above defined. So ‖Iα‖ = ‖I1α‖‖I2α‖‖I3α‖.
The transformations in the form, which is given by (4)
correspond to θ23 = θ, θ12 = 0, θ31 = 0, that is,
‖I2α‖ = ‖I3α‖ = E, where E is unit [2 × 2]-matrix. In
the absence of dispersive medium in the cavity ‖Iα‖ will
be independent on α. Moreover, it is easily to see, that
infinitesimal operator with matrix ‖Iα‖ is the same for
dual transformations, determined by (4) and hyperbolic
dual transformations, determined by (67). Really ‖Iα‖
in both the cases is
‖Iα‖ =
[
0 1
−1 0
]
, (119)
for any α ∈ N .
Conserving quantity is
S412 = −
i
c
∫
{[
∞∑
α=1
∂L
∂(∂µ‖U∗α‖)
‖Yα‖] + c.c.}d3x (120)
The structure of (120) unambiguously indicates, that it
is the component of spin tensor [40], [53], to which dual
vector component can be set in the correspondence ac-
cording to relation
S4i = εijkS
4
jk =
− εijk i
c
∫
{[
∞∑
α=1
∂L
∂(∂µ‖U∗α‖)
‖Yα‖]jk + c.c.}d3x,
(121)
where εijk is completely antisymmetric Levi-Civita 3-
tensor.
Therefore, we obtain, that the same physical conserv-
ing quantity corresponds to dual and hyperbolic dual
symmetry of Maxwell equations. Taking into account the
expressions for Lagrangian (112) and for infinitesimal op-
erator (119), in the geometry choosed, when vector ~E is
directed along abscissa axis, vector ~H is directed along
ordinate axis in ( ~E, ~H) functional space, we have
Sµ12 =
∞∑
α=1
[
∂u∗,1±α
∂xµ
u2±α −
∂u∗,2±α
∂xµ
u1±α ] + c.c. (122)
and
S43 = ε312S
4
12 = −
i
c
∫
{[
∞∑
α=1
∂L
∂(∂µ‖U∗α‖)
‖Yα‖] + c.c.}d3x,
(123)
It is projection of spin on the propagation direction.
Therefore, we have in given case right away physically
significant quantity - spirality.
The relations (116), (121), (122), (123) show, that spin
of classical relativistic EM-field in the cavity and, cor-
respondingly, spirality are additive quantities and they
represent the sum of cavity spin [spirality] modes. On
the connection of the conserving quantity, which is in-
variant of dual symmetry, with spin was indicated in [4],
where free EM-field was considered with traditional La-
grangian, which uses vector potentials to be field func-
tions. The result obtained together with aforecited result
in [4] lift dilemma on the necessity of using of given quan-
tity by consideration of classical EM-field. Really, the
situation was to some extent paradoxical, and it can be
displayed by the following conversation between two dis-
putant physicists. ”Spin exists” - has insisted the first, re-
ferring on the appearance of additional tensor component
in total tensor of moment - intrinsic moment - to be con-
sequence of Minkowsky space symmetry under Lorentz
transformations, ”Spin does not exists” - has insisted the
second, referring on the metrized tensor of the moment,
in which spin part is equal to zero [40] in distinction from
canonical tensor. In other words, both disputants were
in one’s own way right. Dual symmetry leads to unam-
biguous conclusion ”Spin exists” and has to be taken into
consideration by the solution of tasks, concerning both
classical and quantum electrodynamics. Moreover, spin
takes on special leading significance among the physical
characteristics of EM-field, since the only spin (spirality
in the simplest case above considered) combine two sub-
systems of photon fields, that is the subsystem of two
fields, which have definite P -parity (even and uneven)
with the subsystem of two fields, which have definite t-
parity (also even and uneven) into one system. In fact,
we obtain the proof for four component structure of EM-
field to be a single whole, that is confirmation along with
the possibility of the representation of EM-field in four
component quaternion form, given by (88), (89), (90),
(91), [sufficient condition] the necessity of given represen-
tation. It extends the overview on the nature of EM-field
itself. It seems to be remarkable, that given result on the
special leading significance of spin is in agreement with
result in [9], where was shown, that spin is quaternion
vector of the state in Hilbert space, defined under ring of
quaternions, of any quantum system (in the frame of the
chain model considered) interacting with EM-field.
It is interesting, that the charge und current, being to
be the components of 4-vector, which are transformed by
corresponding representation of Lorentz group, are in-
variants of hyperbolic dual transformations, that is, they
are also Lorentz invariants in the case, when both charge
und current are taken separately by | ~E| = | ~H |. The proof
is evident, if to take into account, that Lorentz transfor-
mations are particular case of hyperbolic dual transfor-
mations. It is seen immediately from the expressions for
4-current and it means, that observers in various inertial
frames will register the same value of the charge in cor-
respondence with conclusion in [4]. It is connected with
invariance of Lagrange equations and expressions for 4-
current by multiplication of field functions on arbitrary
complex number, established in Section 1, since hyper-
bolic dual transformations like to Rainich dual transfor-
mations are equivalent to the multiplication of field func-
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tions on some complex number.
B. Connection between Gauge Invariance of
EM-field and Analicity of its Vector-Functions
The methods of theory of function of complex vari-
able seem to be also useful along with algebraic meth-
ods for the study of complex fields. The first example is
the conclusion, that Maxwell equations for free EM-field,
for which electric and magnetic vector-functions are sug-
gested to be real vector-functions, represent themselves
the analicity condition for the complex-valued vector-
function
~F (~r, t) ≡ ~H(~r, t)− i ~E(~r, t) (124)
of two variables ~r and t, where ~r is variable, which belong
to any spacelike hypersurface V ⊂ 1R4, that is ~r ∈ R3,
t ∈ (0,∞) is time. The proof is evident, it is sufficient
to write down Cauchy-Riemann conditions for complex-
valued vector-function (124).
It seems to be interesting to ascertain, whether is there
the connection between symmetry of dynamical systems,
in particular, between gauge symmetry, and analytical
properties of quantities, which are invariant under corre-
sponding symmetry qroups. Let us consider the complex-
valued function Q(~r, t) = Q1(~r, t) + iQ2(~r, t), which are
defined by (47, 50), if integration limits in (47, 50) are
variable, that is, we have then the function of the same
two variables ~r and t, ~r ∈ R3, t ∈ (0,∞). At the
same time it is also function of field functions ‖u(x)‖,
which satisfy to Lagrange equations, that is, differential
equations of the second order in partial derivatives. It
follows from definition of differential equation solutions,
that the field functions ‖u(x)‖ are continuously differ-
entiable functions, their first partial derivatives are also
continuously differentiable functions and the second par-
tial derivatives are continuous functions. So integrands in
(47, 50) are continuous functions of variables ~r and t. It
is sufficient for variable integration limit differentiation
of integrals in relationships (47, 50). Let us introduce
complex vector-scalar variable z = ~r + ict. Then the
following statement takes place
8.Gauge-invariant complex-valued quantity of any com-
plex relativistic classical field, that is, complex charge
field function represents itself analytical function in com-
plex ”plane”, determined by variable z = ~r + ict.
To prove the statement, it is sufficient to show,
that ReQ(~r, t) and ImQ(~r, t) of the function Q(~r, t) =
Q1(~r, t) + iQ2(~r, t) are satysfying to Cauchy-Riemann
conditions, that is, the following relationships take place
∂Q1(~r, t)
∂~r
=
∂Q2(~r, t)
∂t
, (125)
∂Q1(~r, t)
∂t
= −∂Q2(~r, t)
∂~r
. (126)
Let us solve (125) and (126) regarding to Q2(~r, t) (the
quantity Q1(~r, t) is considered to be given). It is appar-
ent, that
∂Q1(~r, t)
∂~r
= −

∂L(t, ~r′)
∂
(
∂ui
∂x4
) ui − ∂L(t, ~r′)
∂
(
∂ui
∂x4
)∗u∗i


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
~r
=
∂Q2(~r, t)
∂t
.
(127)
Consequently Q2(~r, t) is
Q2(~r, t) = −
∫
(t)
∂L(~r, t′)
∂
(
∂ui
∂x4
) uidt′−
∫
(t)
∂L(~r, t′)
∂
(
∂u∗i
∂x4
)u∗i dt′ + f(~r).
(128)
The equation for determination of f(~r) is
df(~r)
d~r
=
∂
∂~r
∫
(t)

∂L(~r, t′)
∂
(
∂ui
∂x4
) ui − ∂L(~r, t′)
∂
(
∂u∗
i
∂x4
)u∗i

 dt′
+
∂
∂t
∫
(~r)

∂L(t, ~r′)
∂
(
∂ui
∂x4
) ui − ∂L(t, ~r′)
∂
(
∂u∗
i
∂x4
)u∗i

 d~r′.
(129)
So we have
Q2(~r, t) =
∫
(~r)


∂
∂t
∫
(~r′′)

∂L(~r′, t)
∂
(
∂ui
∂x4
) ui − ∂L(~r′, t)
∂
(
∂u∗
i
∂x4
)u∗i

 d~r′

 d~r′′.
(130)
Then, in suggestion, that dynamic system studied is au-
tonomous, that is L(~r, t) = L(~r), occupies volume v ⊂ R3
and taking into account the coincidence of integration
ranges (~r) = (~r′′), we will have
Q2(~r, t) =
v
∫
(~r)

 ∂L(~r′)
∂
(
∂ui
∂x4
) ∂ui
∂t
− ∂L(~r
′)
∂
(
∂u∗
i
∂x4
) ∂u∗i
∂t

 d~r′. (131)
Further, taking into consideration, that general solu-
tion of general relativistic equation is superposition of
monochromatic plane waves, which have the view ui(t) ∼
e−i
E
~
t, and making a transformation of variable t→ ict =
x4 in the simplest case of one plane wave we obtain
Q2(~r, x4) =
vE
~c
∫
(~r)

 ∂L(~r′)
∂
(
∂ui
∂x4
)ui(~r′, x4) + ∂L(~r′)
∂
(
∂u∗
i
∂x4
)u∗i (~r′, x4)

 d~r′.(132)
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We see, that relationships (47) and (132) are coinciding
to scaling factor. They will coincide fully, if to make a
transformation of parameter β → β′ = β vE
~c
. The state-
ment is proved.
The converse can also be proven and can be employed
for independent establishing of existence of some physi-
cal quantities in complex fields. For the example studied
the suggestion on analicity of charge function of EM-
field leads to the existence of two quantities - real (elec-
tric) and imaginary (magnetic) components of the charge,
which are invariant under gauge transformations.
C. Quantized Cavity EM-Field
The quantization of EM-field was proposed for the first
time still at the earliest stage of quantum physics in the
works [47],[48], where quantum theory of dipole radia-
tion was considered and the energy fluctuations in radia-
tion field of blackbody have been calculated. The idea of
Born-Jordan EM-field quantization is regarding of EM-
field components to be matrices. At the same time quite
another idea - to set up in the correspondence to each
mode of radiation field the quantized harmonic oscilla-
tor, was proposed for the first time by Dirac [49] and
it is widely used in quantum electrodynamics (QED) in-
cluding quantum optics [46], it is canonical quantization.
Nevetheless at present in EM-field theory the first idea
of quantization is also used. For instance, matrix rep-
resentation of Maxwell equations in quantum optics [46]
corresponds to given idea.
EM-field potentials are used to be field functions by
canonical quantization. At the same time to describe free
EM-field it is sufficient to choose immediately the observ-
able quantities - vector-functions ~E(~r, t) and ~H(~r, t) - to
be field functions. We use further given idea by EM-field
quantization.
1. Time-Local Quantization of Cavity EM-Field
We can start like to canonical quantization, from clas-
sical Hamiltonian, which for the first partial classical so-
lution of Maxwell equations is
H[1](t) = 1
2
∫∫∫
(V )
[
ǫ0E
2
x(z, t) + µ0H
2
y (z, t)
]
dxdydz
=
1
2
∞∑
α=1
[
mαν
2
αq
2
α(t) +
p2α(t)
mα
]
,
(133)
where
pα = mα
dqα(t)
dt
. (134)
So, taking into consideration the relationship for
Hamiltonian H[1](t) we set in correspondence to canoni-
cal variables qα(t), pα(t), determined by the first partial
solution of Maxwell equations, the operators by usual
way
[pˆα(t), qˆβ(t)] = i~δαβ
[qˆα(t), qˆβ(t)] = [pˆα(t), pˆβ(t)] = 0,
(135)
where α, β ∈ N . Introducing the operator functions of
time aˆα(t) and aˆ
+
α (t)
aˆα(t) =
1√
2~mαωα
[mαωαqˆα(t) + ipˆα(t)]
aˆ+α (t) =
1√
2~mαωα
[mαωαqˆα(t)− ipˆα(t)] ,
(136)
we obtain the operator functions of canonical variables
in the form
qˆα(t) =
√
~
2mαωα
[
aˆ+α (t) + aˆα(t)
]
pˆα(t) = i
√
~mαωα
2
[
aˆ+α (t)− aˆα(t)
]
.
(137)
Then EM-field operator functions are obtained right
away and they are
~ˆE(~r, t) = {
∞∑
α=1
√
~ωα
V ǫ0
[
aˆ+α (t) + aˆα(t)
]
sin(kαz)}~ex,
(138)
~ˆH(~r, t) = i{
∞∑
α=1
√
~ωα
V µ0
[
aˆ+α (t)− aˆα(t)
]
cos(kαz)}~ey,
(139)
Taking into account the relationships (138), (139) and
Maxwell equations, it is easily to find an explicit form for
the dependencies of operator functions aˆα(t) and aˆ
+
α (t)
on the time. They are
aˆ+α (t) = aˆ
+
α (t = 0)e
iωαt,
aˆα(t) = aˆα(t = 0)e
−iωαt,
(140)
where aˆ+α (t = 0), aˆα(t = 0) are constant, complex-valued
in general case, operators.
Physical sense of operator time dependent functions
aˆ+α (t) and aˆα(t) is well known. They are creation and
annihilation operator of the α-mode photon. They are
continuously differentiable operator functions of time. It
means, that the time of photon creation (annihilation)
can be determined strictly, at the same time operator
functions aˆ+α (t) and aˆα(t) do not curry any information
on the place, that is on space coordinates of given event.
It seems to be essential, that complex exponential de-
pendencies in (140) cannot be replaced by the real-valued
harmonic trigonometrical functions. Really, if to suggest,
that
aˆ+α (t) = aˆ
+
α (t = 0) cosωαt, (141)
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then we obtain, that the following relation has to be tak-
ing place
[aˆ+α (t = 0)− aˆα(t = 0)]−1[aˆ+α (t = 0)
+ aˆα(t = 0)] = tanωαt.
(142)
We see, that left-hand side in relation (142) does not de-
pend on time, right-hand side is depending. The contra-
diction obtained establishes an assertion. Therefore, the
quantized Maxwellian EM-field is complex-valued field
in full correspondence with pure algebraic conclusion in
Sec.III.
Consequently, there is difference between classical and
quantized EM-fields, since classical EM-field can be de-
termined by both complex-valued and real-valued func-
tions. The fields ~E[2](~r, t), ~H [2](~r, t) can be quantized in
the same way. The operators aˆ′′α(t), aˆ
′′+
α (t) are intro-
duced analogously to (136).
aˆ′′α(t) =
1√
2~mαωα
[mαωαqˆ
′′
α(t) + ipˆ
′′
α(t)]
aˆ′′
+
α (t) =
1√
2~mαωα
[mαωαqˆ
′′
α(t)− ipˆ′′α(t)]
(143)
For the operators of field function we obtain
~ˆE[2](~r, t) =
{
∞∑
α=1
√
~ωα
V ǫ0
[
aˆ′′
+
α (t) + aˆ
′′
α(t)
]
sin(kαz)}~e1,
(144)
~ˆH [2](~r, t) =
{
∞∑
α=1
√
~ωα
V µ0
(−i)
[
aˆ′′
+
α (t)− aˆ′′α(t)
]
cos(kαz)}~e2.
(145)
In accordance with definition of complex quantities we
can built the following combination of solutions, satisfy-
ing to Maxwell equtions
( ~E[1](~r, t), ~E[2](~r, t))→ ~E[1](~r, t) + i ~E[2](~r, t) = ~E(~r, t),
(146)
( ~H [2](~r, t), ~H [1](~r, t))→ ~H [2](~r, t) + i ~H [1](~r, t) = ~H(~r, t).
(147)
Consequently, the electric and magnetic field operators
for quantized EM-field, corresponding to general solution
of Maxwell equations, are
~ˆE(~r, t) = {
∞∑
α=1
√
~ωα
V ǫ0
{[aˆ+α (t) + aˆα(t)]
+ i
[
aˆ′′α(t) + aˆ
′′+
α (t)
]
} sin(kαz)}~ex,
(148)
and
~ˆH(~r, t) = {
∞∑
α=1
√
~ωα
V µ0
{[aˆα(t)− aˆ+α (t)]
+ i
[
aˆ′′α(t)− aˆ′′+α (t)
]
} cos(kαz)}~ey,
(149)
It is substantial, that both field operators ~ˆE(~r, t) and
~ˆH(~r, t) are Hermitian operators.
The method of EM-field quantization above considered
is in fact the development of canonical quantization, pro-
posed by Dirac. Further development can be made, if to
take into account the independence and equal rights of all
the coordinates xµ, µ = 1, 4 in Minkowsky space
1R4. Re-
ally, all physical events are taking place on finite segment
of time. It leads in application to electrodynamics to dis-
continuity of ω- space of possible light frequences like to
discontinuity of ~k-space, which is the result of finiteness
of cavity volume. It is interesting that, Dirac himself has
in [49] written, that the theory proposed is not strictly
relativistic, since the time everywhere is considered to
be c-number instead of to consider it symmetrically with
the space coordinates. From here follows unambiguously,
that quantum electrodynamics, based on Dirac canoni-
cal EM-field quantization method is not fully relativis-
tic and, correspondingly, it is not fully quantum theory.
Nevetheless, despite the Dirac opinion, the time is consid-
ered usually (in standard formulation of quantum theory)
to be not a dynamical observable, but a mere parameter
marking the evolution of a quantum system, that is the
time is believed to be an external variable, which is in-
dependent on the dynamics of any given system. It is
connected with Pauli’s conclusion, based on well known
his theorem, that the introduction of an time operator Tˆ
must fundamentally be abandoned and that the time t
in quantum mechanics has to be regarded to be an ordi-
nary number [51]. In other words, consequence of Pauli’s
theorem is the nonequality in rights of time coordinate
in comparison with space coordinates for description of
quantum systems. Recently, given theorem was reconsid-
ered (that became to be known for us from the results,
reported by Galapon on the 7th International Conference
”Quantum Theory and Symmetries”, August 7-13, 2011,
Prague [50]). In particular, it has been proved [50], [52],
that in quantum theory to classical variable ”time”, in
contrast to conclusion of Pauli, can be put in the cor-
respondence self-adjoint time operator, like to space co-
ordinates, energy, impulse et cetera. Thus, the equality
in rights of time coordinate and space coordinates was
reestablished.
2. Space-Local Quantization of Cavity EM-Field
We will consider for the simplicity the dependence
of EM-field vector-functions the only on z-space coordi-
nate, which is choosed in propagation direction in R3 ∈
1R4. The generalization on 3D-case is simple and will be
not considered. Taking into account the independence
and equal rights of all the coordinates xµ, µ = 1, 4 in
Minkowsky space 1R4 we can also make Fourier trans-
form on the segment [0, T], where T is fixed time value,
that is to represent the EM-field vector-functions in the
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form
E[1]x (z, t)~ex =
[
∞∑
α=1
A′αqα(z) sin(ωαt)
]
~ex, (150)
H [1]y (z, t)~ey =
−ǫ0
∞∑
α=1

A′αωα cos(ωαt)
z∫
0
qα(z
′)dz′ +Hα0(t)



~ey,
(151)
where qα(z),α ∈ N , is α-th normal mode of the 4-
dimensional cavity, which include time coordinate along
with space coordinates,
kα =
απ
cT
,A′α =
√
2ω2αmα
T ǫ0
, ωα =
απ
T
, (152)
{Hα0(t)}, α ∈ N , is the set of arbitrary functions of
the time. Then the Hamiltonian can be obtained taking
into account the expressions for E
[1]
x (z, t), H
[1]
y (z, t) and
integrating. So we will have
G[1](z) =
1
2
∞∑
α=1
{mαω2α
[
dq′α(z)
dz
]2
+
1
c2
ω4αmα [q
′
α(z)]
2},
(153)
where the case with {Hα0(t)} ≡ 0, t ∈ [0, T ] for all α ∈ N
is choosed and
q′α(z) =
z∫
0
qα(z
′)dz′. (154)
By redefition of the variables in accordance with relations
q′′α(z) =
1
c
ωαq
′
α(z),
p′′α(z) = mαωα
dq′α(z)
dz
,
(155)
the Hamiltonian G[1](z) will have the canonical form
G[1](z) =
1
2
∞∑
α=1
{ [p
′′
α(z)]
2
mα
+mαω
2
α[q
′′
α(z)]
2}. (156)
It means, that space coordinates’ dependent quantization
of cavity EM-field can be realized in a similar manner
with above described time dependent quantization. So,
we can define quite analogously the quantization rules by
the relationships
[pˆ′′α(z), qˆ
′′
β(z)] = iλ0δαβ
[qˆ′′α(z), qˆ
′′
β(z)] = [pˆ
′′
α(z), pˆ
′′
β(z)] = 0,
(157)
where α, β ∈ N , λ0 is analogue of Planck constant. It is
evident from λ0-definition by (157), that λ0 and Planck
constant have the same dimension, however their numeri-
cal coincidence seems to be unobvious, since Planck con-
stant characterizes the ”seizure” of the time by propa-
gating of EM-field, while λ0 characterises the ”seizure”
of the space.
The operators aˆ′′α(z), aˆ
′′+
α (z) are defined also analo-
gously to operators aˆα(t), aˆ
+
α (t) and they are
aˆ′′α(z) =
1√
2mαλ0ωα
[mαωαqˆ
′′
α(z) + ipˆ
′′
α(z)]
aˆ′′
+
α (z) =
1√
2mαλ0ωα
[mαωαqˆ
′′
α(z)− ipˆ′′α(z)] .
(158)
The dependencies of given scalar operator functions on
coordinate z in an explicit form for Maxwellian EM-field
can be easily obtained by means of solutions of Maxwell
equations and they are
aˆ+α (z) = aˆ
+
α (0)e
ikαz
aˆα(z) = aˆα(0)e
−ikαz,
(159)
where aˆ+α (0), aˆα(0) are constant, complex-valued in gen-
eral case, operators. Let us remark in passing, that the
dependencies (159) on z-coordinate are similar to depen-
dencies aˆ+α (t), aˆα(t) on time, which are given by (140).
From relationships (158) we obtain the expressions for
operators of canonical variables qˆ′′α(z) and pˆ
′′
α(z) in the
form
qˆ′′α(z) =
√
λ0
2mαωα
[
aˆ′′
+
α (z) + aˆ
′′
α(z)
]
pˆ′′α(z) = i
√
mαλ0ωα
2
[
aˆ′′
+
α (z)− aˆ′′α(z)
]
.
(160)
Then it is easily to show, that Hamilton operator Gˆ[1](z)
can be represented in the simple form
Gˆ[1](z) =
∞∑
α=1
λ0ωα
[
aˆ′′
+
α (z)aˆ
′′
α(z) +
1
2
]
, (161)
which determines physical meaning of the operators
aˆ′′
+
α (z) and aˆ
′′
α(z). It is evident, that they are opera-
tors of creation and annihilation of the photon at space
coordinate z. So, we see, that it is possible by space coor-
dinates’ dependent quantization to determine the place of
photon creation (annihilation), however it is impossible
to determine the time of photon creation (annihilation).
Therefore we have reverse picture to the case of the time
dependent quantization, where (see previous Subsection)
it is possible to determine the time of photon creation
(annihilation) and it is impossible to determine the place
of photon creation (annihilation). The view of (161),
which is coinciding with view of known expressions for
canonical quantization, if λ0 to replace by ~, confirms
the conclusion, that dimension of constant of space coor-
dinates’ dependent quantization and dimension of Planck
constant are identical, that is [λ0] = [~].
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From relationships (158) and (157) we can obtain the
expressions for commutation relations of the creation and
annihilation operators aˆ′′
+
α (z) and aˆ
′′
α(z). They are
[aˆ′′α(z), aˆ
′′+
β (z)] = eˆδαβ , (162)
where eˆ is unit operator, α, β ∈ N .
It seems to be evident, that the second case of EM-
field quantization, that is space coordinates’ dependent
quantization is acceptable for the quantization of any
Coulomb field, which has nonzeroth curl, that takes place
in 1D and in 2D systems. It was passed earlier for im-
possible to quantize any Coulomb field, see for exam-
ple [54]. The quantization of Coulomb field in lowdi-
mensional aforesaid systems corresponds to the presence
of own life of radiation Coulomb field in given systems,
that is Coulomb field in lowdimensional systems has the
character of radiation field and it can exist without the
sources, which have created given field. Given conclusion
seems to be substantial to gain a better understanding,
for instance, of the properties of organic conductors, per-
fect nanowires and nanotubes, graphene and the systems
like them, including 1D and 2D biological subsystems.
The expressions for the operators of vector-functions
of EM-field are similar in their structure to expressions,
given by (148), (149) and they are
~ˆE[1](~r, t) = {i
∞∑
α=1
√
λ0ωα
T ǫ0
sinωαt
[
aˆ′′
+
α (z)− aˆ′′α(z)
]
}~ex
(163)
and
~ˆH [1](~r, t) =
{−
∞∑
α=1
√
λ0ωα
Tµ0
cosωαt
[
aˆ′′
+
α (z) + aˆ
′′
α(z)
]
}~ey.
(164)
We see, that the field operators ~ˆE[1](~r, t) ~ˆH [1](~r, t) are
local operators in the space R3, that allows to enter the
photon wave function in coordinate representation, that
is, to solve the problem, which was accepted to be un-
solvable in the principle [46], [10], [54].
3. Space-Time Local Quantization of Cavity
EM-Field
Let us consider general case, corresponding to discrete
both ω-space of possible light frequencies and ~k-space of
light wave vectors, which are result of finiteness of 4-
cavity space volume and time segment. Let us find the
relations for EM-field vector-functions. In the case of
cavity electrodynamics considered we have two 1D ranges
of variables t and z, which belong to segments t ∈ [0, T ],
z ∈ [0, L], that is, there is in fact to be given 2D-range
D(t,z), which can be considered to be definitional domain
of vector-functions ~E(~r, t) and ~H(~r, t) of two variables t
and z. In the case, when given functions are absolutely
integrable over both the variables t and z, they can be
represented in the form of multiple series, given by the
relations
~E(~r, t) = {
∞∑
α=1
∞∑
β=1
A
′E
αβqα(t)qβ(z)}~ex, (165)
and
~H(~r, t) = {−
∞∑
α=1
∞∑
β=1
A
′H
αβ
dqα(t)
dt
z∫
0
qβ(z
′)dz′}~ey, (166)
where {qα(t)}, {qβ(z)}, α, β ∈ N are two systems of
orthogonal functions, A
′E
αβ , A
′H
αβ are coefficients in given
expansions, which depend on both the indices α and β.
Both two-fold series will be two-fold Fourier series, if the
sets {qα(t)}, {qβ(z)} are two orthogonal systems of har-
monical trigonometric functions. It is evident, that the
sets {qα(t)}, {qβ(z)} are independent from each other
and produce bases with ℵ0 dimension in the metriz-
able complete spaces L2, which are, therefore, Hilbert
spaces. It follows from physical meaning in the case
of definite direction of propagation, that between the
bases {qα(t)}, {qβ(z)} and, correspondingly, between
both Hilbert spaces the mapping
Γ : {qα(t)} → {qβ(z)} (167)
is isomorphism, at that, if there is preferential (prop-
agation) direction in 1R4-space, both the sets have to
be ordered in correspondence with running numbers. It
means, that
~E(~r, t) = {
∞∑
α=1
∞∑
β=1
A
′E
αβqα(t)qβ(z)}~ex =
{
∞∑
α=1
A
′′E
α qα(t)qα(z)}~ex
(168)
and
~H(~r, t) = {
∞∑
α=1
∞∑
β=1
A
′H
αβ
dqα(t)
dt
z∫
0
qβ(z
′)dz′}~ey =
{
∞∑
α=1
A
′H
α
dqα(t)
dt
z∫
0
qα(z
′)dz′}~ey,
(169)
where A
′′E
α , A
′H
α are coefficients in given expansions,
which depend now the only on index α. We have con-
sidered the mathematical aspect. Physically the insert of
Kronecker symbol δαβ in double sum in (165), (166) cor-
responds to renumbering of the massive {β} in that way,
in order to α and β were running the sets {α} and {β}
synchronously one after another with number growth. It
is additional requirement, since, although both the sets
{α} and {β} have the same cardinal number ℵ0 and al-
though the mapping (167) in view of its biectivity gives
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one-to-one relation between both the sets, it can be real-
ized along with synchronous running above indicated by
infinite number of asynchronous running. The choice of
synchronous running is determined by causality principle
- the photons by their propagation synchronously ”lock
on” the space and the time. It means in its turn, that
complete local quantization of EM-field becomes to be
possible.
It can be shown, that along with expression for ~H(~r, t),
given by (169), z-coordinate part can be represented in
more symmetrical form like to t-coordinate part in (96),
that is
~H(~r, t) = {
∞∑
α=1
A
′′H
α
1
ωα
dqα(t)
dt
(
1
kα
dqα(z)
dz
)
}~ey, (170)
where t ∈ [0, T ], z ∈ [0, L] and A′′Hα is
A
′′H =
√
2ω2αmα
µ0V T
. (171)
For ~E(~r, t) we retain the relation, given by (168), in which
t ∈ [0, T ], z ∈ [0, L] and A′′Eα is
A
′′E
α =
√
2ω2αmα
ǫ0V T
. (172)
It seems to be essential, that the segment [0, T ] is not
arbitrary, T has to be equal to L
c
, that ensures the syn-
chronization above discussed of the EM-field propagation
in the space and in the time. Then discrete behavior of
EM-field in ω-space will correspond to its discrete behav-
ior in ~k-space.
Let us designate
qα(z)qα(t) = qα(z, t),
mα
dqα(t)
dt
= pα(t),
1
kα
dqα(z)
dz
= pα(z),
pα(z)pα(t) = pα(z, t).
(173)
Then classical Hamiltonian density is
W(z, t) =
1
2
{ǫ0

 ∞∑
α=1
√
2ω2αmα
ǫ0V T
qα(z, t)


2
+
µ0
[
∞∑
α=1
√
2ω2αmα
µ0V T
1
ωαmα
pα(z, t)
]2
} =
1
2
{
∞∑
α=1
2ω2αmα
V T
q2α(z, t)+
∑
α6=β
∞∑
β=1
2ωαωβ
V T
√
mαmβqα(z, t)qβ(z, t)+
∞∑
α=1
2
V T
1
mα
p2α(z, t)+
∑
α6=β
∞∑
β=1
2
V T
√
mαmβ
pα(z, t)pβ(z, t)}
(174)
It seems to be evident, that by integration over 4-
volume both the items with double sum will give con-
tribution, which is equal to zero. It is consequence
of orthogonality of the functions {qα(t)}, {qβ(z)}. It
means, that the Hamiltonian density can be choosed in
the canonical form
W[1](z, t) =
1
V T
∞∑
α=1
[
mαω
2
αq
2
α(z, t) +
p2α(z, t)
mα
]
(175)
Then following to Dirac canonical quantization method,
we have
[pˆα(z, t), qˆβ(z, t)] = igˆ(z, t)δαβ ≡ gˆ(1)(z, t)
[qˆα(z, t), qˆβ(z, t)] = [pˆα(z, t), pˆβ(z, t)] = 0,
(176)
It is substantial, that instead of scalar value we have
gˆ(1)(z, t), that is, operator function of the variables z
and t. Really, taking into account (173), we obtain
[pˆα(z, t), qˆβ(z, t)] = [pˆα(z)pˆα(t), qˆβ(z)qˆβ(t)] =
i~δαβ pˆα(z)qˆβ(z) + iλ0δαβ pˆα(t)qˆβ(t)
(177)
Therefore, gˆ(1)(z, t) is
gˆ(1)(z, t) = iδαβ [~pˆα(z)qˆβ(z) + λ0pˆα(t)qˆβ(t)] (178)
It is seen, that gˆ(1)(z, t) is dependent on both the se-
quence of indices α, β (in distinction from usual case)
and on the sequence of operator functions in (178). In
other words, there are else three operator functions of
analogous structure. They are
gˆ(2)(z, t) = −iδαβ[~qˆβ(z)pˆα(z) + λ0qˆβ(t)pˆα(t)] (179)
gˆ(3)(z, t) = iδαβ [~pˆβ(z)qˆα(z) + λ0pˆβ(t)qˆα(t)] (180)
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gˆ(4)(z, t) = −iδαβ[qˆα(z)~pˆβ(z)) + λ0qˆα(t)pˆβ(t)] (181)
It seems to be convenient to define symmetrized operator
gˆ by all the four gˆ(j)(z, t) , j = 1, 4, functions, that is
gˆ =
1
4
4∑
j=1
gˆ(j)(z, t) = −~λ0eˆ, (182)
which is scalar, multiplied on unit operator. So,
g = −~λ0 (183)
The operator functions aˆα(z, t) and aˆ
+
α (z, t) are
aˆα(z, t) =
1√
2~λ0mαωα
[mαωαqˆα(z, t) + ipˆα(z, t)]
(184)
aˆ+α (z, t) =
1√
2~λ0mαωα
[mαωαqˆα(z, t)− ipˆα(z, t)] .
(185)
Then the operator functions of canonical variables have
the form
qˆα(z, t) =
√
~λ0
2mαωα
[
aˆ+α (z, t) + aˆα(z, t)
]
(186)
pˆα(z, t) = i
√
~λ0mαωα
2
[
aˆ+α (z, t)− aˆα(z, t)
]
. (187)
It is easily to show, that operator functions aˆα(z, t) and
aˆ+β (z, t) satisfy the following relation
[aˆα(z, t), aˆ
+
β (z, t)] = −iδαβ eˆ (188)
Taking into account the expressions for ~E(~r, t) and
~H(~r, t), given by (168), (170), we have for operators of
EM-field vector functions
~ˆE(~r, t) = {
∞∑
α=1
A
′′E
α qˆα(t)qˆα(z)}~ex =
{
∞∑
α=1
A
′′E
α qˆα(z, t)}~ex =
{
∞∑
α=1
A
′′E
α
√
~λ0
2mαωα
[aˆ+α (z, t) + aˆα(z, t)]}~ex
(189)
and
~ˆH(~r, t) = {
∞∑
α=1
A
′′H
α
1
ωα
dqˆα(t)
dt
(
1
kα
dqˆα(z)
dz
)}~ey =
{
∞∑
α=1
A
′′H
α
1
mαωα
pˆα(t)pˆα(z))}~ey,
(190)
which, using the relations (173) (187), can be rewritten
in the form
~ˆH(~r, t) = {
∞∑
α=1
A
′′H
α
1
mαωα
pˆα(z, t)}~ey =
i{
∞∑
α=1
A
′′H
α
√
~λ0
2mαωα
[aˆ+α (z, t)−
aˆα(z, t)]}~ey
(191)
Therefore, by means of operator functions aˆ+α (z, t),
aˆα(z, t) the local quantization of EM-field is realized,
which allows to determine simultaneously along with
time of creation (annihilation) of photons the space coor-
dinate of given process. It allows to solve the problem of
the wave function of photons, which was discussed rather
long time, see, for example, [58], [59], [38], [46], but is was
remained to be unresolved upto now. It can be built like
to wave function for the other particles or quasiparticles,
for example, like to wave function for electron.
D. Cavity 4-Currents
It represents the interest to calculate the 4-currents
for given task. Let us place all the vector-functions in
pairs in accordance with their parity. Then we have the
following pairs
( ~E[1](~r, t), ~E[2](~r, t)), ( ~H [2](~r, t), ~H [1](~r, t)) (192)
in which both the ~E-vectors and ~H-vectors have the same
space parity (polar and axial correspondingly) and differ
from each other by t-parity, t-even and t-uneven in accor-
dance with their numbers in pairs. It means, that they
trasform like to x4 and x1 coordinates in
1R4. In a simi-
lar manner can be set the vector-functions with opposite
to the vector-functions in (192) space parity
( ~E[3](~r, t), ~E[4](~r, t)), ( ~H [4](~r, t), ~H [3](~r, t)). (193)
Then, taking into account the definition of complex quan-
tities to be pair of real defined quantities, taken in fixed
order, we come in a natural way once again to concept
of complex vector-functions, which describe Maxwellian
EM-field. In other words, we have in fact the quantities
~E[1](~r, t) + i ~E[2](~r, t) = ~E1,2(~r, t),
~H [2](~r, t) + i ~H [1](~r, t) = ~H1,2(~r, t),
(194)
and
~E[3](~r, t) + i ~E[4](~r, t) = ~E3,4(~r, t),
~H [4](~r, t) + i ~H [3](~r, t) = ~H3,4(~r, t),
(195)
where complex plane put in the correspondence to (y, z)
real plane. In fact, by means of given process we
have obtained the complex vector-functions, consisting
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of the components with different symmetry under space
inversion. Initial P-symmetry of the imagine vector-
components was changed into opposite. It seems to be
convenient to determine the space of EM-field vector-
functions under the ring of quaternions with another ba-
sis in comparison with basis, given by (82). We can use
also the quaternion basis {ei}, i = 0, 3 with algebraic op-
erations between elements, satisfying to relationships
eiej = εijkek + δije0 , e0ei = ei, e0
2 = e
0
, i, j, k = 1, 3,
(196)
where εijk is completely antisymmetric Levi-Civita 3-
tensor.
Let us define the vector biquaternion
~Φ = ( ~E[1] + ~H [2]) + i( ~H [1] + ~E[2]), (197)
which can be represented to be the sum of the biquater-
nions
~Φ = ~F + ~˜F, (198)
where ~F = ~E[1]+ i( ~H [1], ~˜F = ~H [2]+ i ~E[2]. Then Maxwell
equations for instance for two free photon fields with dif-
ferent t-parity are
∇~Φ = 0. (199)
The generalized Maxwell equations in quaternion form
with quaternion basis, given by (82), can also be rewrit-
ten in united quaternion-biquaternion form, which is
more compact, if to use both the bases. It is mathe-
matically possible, since both the bases are independent
on each other.
1. Classical Cavity 4-Currents
It is evident, that
jµ,±(x) = j
(1)
µ,±(x) + ij
(2)
µ,±(x), (200)
where subscript ± corresponds to two possibilities for
definition of complex vector-functions. Along with rela-
tionships (194), (195) they can be defined by the change
of addition sign in (194), (195) into opposite. The quan-
tity j
(1)
µ,±(x) is well known quantity, and it is determined
by
j
(1)
µ,±(x) = −
ie
~c
∞∑
α=1
2∑
s=1
[
∂L(x)
∂(∂µu
s,±
α (x))
us,±α (x)
]
+
ie
~c
∞∑
α=1
2∑
s=1
[
∂L(x)
∂(∂µu
∗s,±
α (x))
u∗s,±α (x)
]
,
(201)
where L(x) is Lagrange function and us,±α (x), s = 1, 2 are
u1,±α (x) =
√
ǫ0A
E
α sinkα(x3)[qα(x4)± iq
′′
α(x4)]
u2,±α (x) =
√
µ0A
H
α cos kα(x3)[−q′α(x4)± i
1
ωα
dqα(x4)
dx4
]
(202)
The functions us,±α (x), s = 1, 2, α ∈ N are built from
the components of the expansion in Fourier series of the
fields ~E[1](~r, t), ~E[2](~r, t) and ~H [2](~r, t), ~H [1](~r, t) corre-
spondingly.
To determine the current density j
(2)
µ,±(x) we have to
take into consideration, that gauge symmetry group of
EM-field is two-parametric group Γ(α, β) = U1(α) ⊗
R(β), where R(β) is abelian multiplicative group of real
numbers (excluding zero). It leads also to existence for
EM-field of complex 4-current densities including com-
plex charge density component.
The current density j
(2)
µ,±(x) is given by the expression
j
(2)
µ,±(x) = −
ie
~c
∞∑
α=1
2∑
s=1
[
∂L(x)
∂(∂µu
s,±
α (x))
us,±α (x)
]
− ie
~c
∞∑
α=1
2∑
s=1
[
∂L(x)
∂∂µu
∗s,±
α (x)
u∗s,±α (x)
]
.
(203)
It can be easily shown, that j1,±3 (~r, t) is always equal
to zero for any set of twice continuously differentiable
functions {qα(t)}, α ∈ N . The expression for arbi-
trary set of twice continuously differentiable functions
{qα(t)}, α ∈ N , for j2,±3 (~r, t) is
j2,±3 (~r, t) = −
2ie
~c2V
∞∑
α=1
mαω
3
α sin 2kαz×
{

i|qα(t)± iω2α
t∫
0
t′′∫
0
qα(t
′)dt′dt′′|2


−

|ωα
t∫
0
qα(t
′)dt′ ∓ i
ωα
dqα(t)
dt
|2

}.
(204)
The relationship (204) is true for both the variants in
superposition
~H [i](~r, t) + i ~H [j](~r, t) = ~H [ij](~r, t), i 6= j, i, j = 1, 2.
(205)
Taking into account relationship (99), that is the set
{qα(t)}, α ∈ N , which satisfy the Maxwell equations we
will have
j2,±3 (~r, t) = −
8ie
~c2V
∞∑
α=1
mαω
3
α sin 2kαz×
[C1αC
∗
2αe
2iωαt + C∗1αC2αe
−2iωαt],
(206)
the expression for arbitrary set of twice continuously dif-
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ferentiable functions {qα(t)}, α ∈ N , for j1,±4 (~r, t) is
j1,±4 (~r, t) = −
2e
~c2V
∞∑
α=1
mαω
2
α{sin2 kαz×
[
dq∗α(t)
dt
∓ idq
∗′′
α (t)
dt
][qα(t)± q
′′
α(t)]
+[
dqα(t)
dt
± idq
′′
α(t)
dt
][−q∗α(t)± q∗
′′
α (t)]
+ cos2 kαz[
1
ωα
d2q∗α(t)
dt2
± iωαq∗α(t)]×
[
1
ωα
dqα(t)
dt
∓ iωα
t∫
0
qα(t
′dt′]
+[
−1
ωα
d2qα(t)
dt2
± iωαqα(t)]×
[
1
ωα
dq∗α(t)
dt
∓ iωα
t∫
0
q∗α(t
′)dt′]},
(207)
where q
′′
α(t) = ω
2
α
t∫
0
t′′∫
0
qα(t
′)dt′dt′′. It is evident from re-
lationship (207), that in the case of real-valued sets of
twice continuously differentiable functions {qα(t)}, α ∈
N , j1,±4 (~r, t) is equal to zero. For complex-valued func-
tions, determined by (99), we will have
j1,±4 (~r, t) =
8ie
~c2V
∞∑
α=1
mαω
3
α(|C1α|2 − |C2α|2). (208)
It is seen from (208), that j1,±4 (~r, t) in the case of
Maxwellian EM-field is constant, which is equal to zero
at |C1α| = |C2α|, that is for all real-valued functions and
for complex-valued functions {qα(t)}, α ∈ N , which dif-
fer each other by arguments of constants C1α and C2α.
Further, for the current density j
(4)
2,±(x) we have
j2,±4 (~r, t) = −
2e
~c2V
∞∑
α=1
{mαω2α sin2 kαz
d
dt
(|qα(t)|2)+
ω4α
d
dt
(|
t∫
0
t′′∫
0
qα(t
′)dt′dt′′|2)∓ d
dt
[qα(t)
t∫
0
t′′∫
0
q∗α(t
′)dt′dt′′]
× iω2α ±
d
dt
[q∗α(t)
t∫
0
t′′∫
0
qα(t
′)dt′dt′′]iω2α +mαω
2
α cos
2 kαz
× [ 1
ω2α
d
dt
(|dqα(t)
dt
|2)± i d
dt
(
dq∗α(t)
dt
t∫
0
qα(t
′)dt′)
+ ω2α
d
dt
(|
t∫
0
qα(t
′)dt′|2)∓ i d
dt
(
dqα(t)
dt
t∫
0
q∗α(t
′)dt′)]}.
(209)
For complex-valued functions, determined by (99), we
obtain
j2,±4 (~r, t) =
8ie
~c2V
∞∑
α=1
mαω
3
α cos 2kαz×
[C1αC
∗
2αe
2iωαt − C∗1αC2αe−2iωαt].
(210)
It can be shown, that continuity equation
∂j±µ (x)
∂xµ
= 0 (211)
is fulfilled for both general case and for Maxwellian EM-
field functions considered.
E. Quantized Cavity 4-Currents
Let us calculate the 4-current densities, which corre-
spond to quantized dually symmetric EM-field, that is
to the field, which consist of two components with even
and uneven parities under time reversal or space inver-
sion of both the EM-field vector functions ~E(~r, t) and
~H(~r, t). Let us consider for distinctness the case of two-
component EM-field, in which ~E(~r, t)- components and
~H(~r, t)- components have the same P -parity (uneven and
even corresondingly) and differ each other by t-parity.
Given choose corresponds to classical consideration in
previous subsection, that allows to compare the results
for classical and quantized dually symmetric EM-field.
Consequently, we can use the set of EM-field vector func-
tions, analogous to (202), in which the operator functions
are set up in conformity to canonical variables.
~ˆus,±α (x), s = 1, 2 are
~ˆu1,±α (x) =
√
ǫ0A
E
α sin kα(x3)[qˆα(x4)± iqˆ
′′
α(x4)]~e1
~ˆu2,±α (x) =
√
µ0A
H
α cos kα(x3)×
[−qˆ′α(x4)± i 1
ωα
dqˆα(x4)
dx4
]~e2,
(212)
where ~e1 ≡ ~ex, ~e2 ≡ ~ey, qˆ′α(x4), qˆ′′α(x4) are operator
functions, which are setting up in the conformity to clas-
sical variables q′α(x4), q
′′
α(x4), defined by (105). They
are
qˆ′α(t) = ωα
t∫
0
qˆα(τ)dτ
qˆ′′α(t) = ωα
t∫
0
qˆ′α(τ
′)dτ ′
(213)
correspondingly. The functions uˆs,±α (x), s = 1, 2, α ∈ N
can be built from the components of the expansion in
Fourier series of quantized dually symmetric EM-field,
which consist of two components with even and uneven
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parities under time reversal, that is, of ~ˆE[1](~r, t), ~ˆE[2](~r, t)
and ~ˆH [2](~r, t), ~ˆH [1](~r, t), given by (149). Therefore, we
have
~ˆu1,±α (~r, t) =
√
~ωα
V
{[aˆα(t) + aˆ+α (t)]
+ i
[
aˆ′′α(t) + aˆ
′′+
α (t)
]
} sin(kαz)}~ex,
(214)
~ˆu2,±α (~r, t) =
√
~ωα
V
{[aˆα(t)− aˆ+α (t)]
+ i
[
aˆ′′α(t)− aˆ′′+α (t)
]
} cos(kαz)}~ey,
(215)
where superscript ± means, that in (146) and (147) by
definition of complex EM-field vector function operators
~ˆE(~r, t) and ~ˆH(~r, t) along with the sign plus, the sign mi-
nus can be used. We also consider the case of ~ˆH(~r, t)
formation along with given by (147) (with both the signs
in the sum) the following case
( ~ˆH [1](~r, t), ~ˆH [2](~r, t))→ ~ˆH [1](~r, t)±i ~ˆH [2](~r, t) = ~ˆH±(~r, t).
(216)
It seems to be evident, that 4-current density opera-
tor can be determined by the expressions, coinciding
with classical relations (200), (201), (203), in which all
the physical quantities are operators. For the operator
jˆ1,±3 (~r, t) we have
jˆ1,±3 (~r, t) = Rejˆ
±
3 (~r, t) =
ie
2cV
∞∑
α=1
kαωα sin 2kαz×
{|i
[
aˆ′′α(t)− aˆ′′+α (t)
]
∓ [aˆα(t)− aˆ+α (t)] |2+
i2|i
[
aˆ′′α(t)− aˆ′′+α (t)
]
∓ [aˆα(t)− aˆ+α (t)] |2},
(217)
which is equaled to zero. The same result is obtained in
the case of magnetic field operator, determined by (216).
For the operator jˆ2,±3 (~r, t) we obtain the relation
jˆ2,±3 (~r, t) = Imjˆ
±
3 (~r, t) = −
2ie
cV
∞∑
α=1
kαωα sin 2kαz×
{
[aˆα(t)]
2 + [aˆ+α (t)]
2 + [aˆ′′α(t)]
2 + [aˆ′′
+
α (t)]
2
}
,
(218)
which is the same for magnetic field operator, deter-
mined by (216). Therefore the operator of current density
jˆ±3 (~r, t) is independent on sign in expressions for the field
operators, based on (149) and it is independent on the
sequence of ~ˆH [i](~r, t), i = 1, 2, in
~ˆHij±(~r, t) = ~ˆH [i](~r, t)± i ~ˆH [j](~r, t), (219)
where i, j = 1, 2, i 6= j.
It seems to be essential, that EM-field quantization
is not binded to Maxwell equations in general case. It
means, that the relations (217), (218) are true for more
general fields. In the case of Maxwellian EM-field, using
explicit expressions for operator scalar functions given
by (140) for aˆα(t), aˆ
+
α (t) and similar relations for aˆ
′′
α(t),
aˆ′′
+
α (t) the expression (218) has the form
jˆ2,±3 (~r, t) = Imjˆ
±
3 (~r, t) = −
2ie
cV
∞∑
α=1
kαωα sin 2kαz×
{[aˆα(t = 0)]2e−iωαt + [aˆ+α (t = 0)]2eiωαt+
[aˆ′′α(t = 0)]
2e−iωαt + [aˆ′′
+
α (t = 0)]
2eiωαt}.
(220)
Let us find now the fourth component of 4-vector op-
erator of current density jˆ±4 (~r, t), which determines the
charge density. For real part jˆ1,±4 (~r, t) we have
jˆ1,±4 (~r, t) = Rejˆ
±
4 (~r, t) =
± 2e
c2V
∞∑
α=1
kαω
2
α[{aˆ′′α(t), aˆ+α (t)} − {aˆα(t), aˆ′′+α (t)}],
(221)
where the expressions in braces are anticommutators.
In the case of Maxwellian EM-field there is the connec-
tion between aˆα(t), aˆ
+
α (t) and aˆ
′′
α(t), aˆ
′′+
α (t), since, al-
though they correspond to different particular solutions
of Maxwell equations, the solutions are related and the
connection between them can be found. It leads to
connection between corresponding creation and annihi-
lation operators for two related EM-fields with different
t-parity. It can be shown, that the following relations
take place
aˆ′′α(t) = ω
2
α
t∫
0
[
t
′′∫
0
aˆα(t
′)dt′]dt
′′
aˆ+
′′
α (t) = ω
2
α
t∫
0
[
t
′′∫
0
aˆ+α (t
′)dt′]dt
′′
(222)
Then, taking into account the expressions for operator
scalar functions, given by (140) for aˆα(t), aˆ
+
α (t) and sim-
ilar relations for aˆ′′α(t), aˆ
′′+
α (t), we obtain from (221),
that for Maxwellian EM-field Rejˆ±4 (~r, t) is equal to zero.
Therefore we see, that all real part of 4-vector jˆ±µ (~r, t)
is equal to zero. It corresponds to well known case of
nondual single charge electrodynamics.
For imaginary part jˆ2,±4 (~r, t) we have the relation
jˆ2,±4 (~r, t) = Imjˆ
±
4 (~r, t) =
2ie
c2V
∞∑
α=1
[kαω
2
α{[aˆ+α (t)]2 − [aˆα(t)]2+
[aˆ′′
+
α (t)]
2 − aˆ′′α(t)]2} cos 2kαz − 2ω2αeˆ],
(223)
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from which the relation for Maxwellian EM-field can be
obtained in the manner, analogous to obtaining of ex-
pression (220).
Let us verify the implementation of differential conser-
vation law
∂jˆ±µ (x)
∂xµ
= 0. (224)
Taking into account (218) and (223) in the case of
Imjˆµ,±(x) we have
∂[Imjˆ±µ (x)]
∂xµ
=
∂jˆ2,±3 (~r, t)
∂x3
+
∂jˆ2,±4 (~r, t)
∂x4
=
− 4ie
cV
∞∑
α=1
k2αωα cos 2kαz{[[aˆα(t)]2 + [aˆ+α (t)]2+
[aˆ′′α(t)]
2 + [aˆ′′
+
α (t)]
2]− [[aˆα(t)]2 + [aˆ+α (t)]2+
[aˆ′′α(t)]
2 + [aˆ′′
+
α (t)]
2]} = 0.
(225)
Here the commutation relations
[aˆα(t), aˆ
+
α (t)] = eˆ, α ∈ N, (226)
and the relations
daˆα(t)
dt
=
1
i~
[aˆα(t), Hˆα(t)], α ∈ N, (227)
where Hˆα(t) is the Hamiltonian, corresponding to cavity
α-mode, were used. The Hamiltonian Hˆα(t) is given by
relation
Hˆα(t) = ~ωα
[
aˆ+α (t)aˆα(t) +
1
2
]
(228)
For calculation of derivatives of operators aˆ+α (t), aˆ
′′
α(t),
aˆ′′
+
α (t) the relations, analogous to (227), were used. Tak-
ing into account (221), (226), (227), (228) in the case of
Rejˆµ,±(x) we have
∂[Rejˆ±µ (x)]
∂xµ
=
∂jˆ1,±4 (~r, t)
∂x4
=
± 2e
c3V
∞∑
α=1
ω3α{[aˆ+α (t), aˆ′′α(t)] + [aˆ′′α(t), aˆ+α (t)]−
[aˆ′′
+
α (t), aˆα(t)]− [aˆα(t), aˆ′′+α (t)]} = 0.
(229)
Therefore differential conservation law, given by (224),
is fulfilled both for Maxwellian EM-field and in general
case. It is seen also, that direct calculation gives re-
ally nonzero imaginary part for current densities for free
cavity EM-field. It can be considered to be direct con-
firmation of above obtained conclusion on the existence
of imaginary component of charge in free EM-field. It
gives the possibility to define the set of EM-field func-
tions in general case, that is for EM-field with and with-
out sources. EM-field functions can be defined to be
the components of 4-current density, or in renormalized
form, if to divide each component into complex conduc-
tivity of the medium λ. It means in its turn, that the
propagation of EM-field in vacuum, that is free EM-field
is also characterized by the value of vacuum conductiv-
ity λv, like to dielectric ǫ0 and magnetic µ0 vacum per-
mittivities. Therefore, instead unobservable vector and
scalar potentials, EM-field can be characterized by, for
instance, electric field 4-vector-function with the com-
ponents Eα(~r, t) = {Ex(~r, t), Ey(~r, t), Ez(~r, t), i cρe(~r,t)λ },
where icρe(~r, t) is the j4(~r, t)-component of 4-current
density, corresponding to contribution of electric com-
ponent of EM-field. For the case of EM-field propaga-
tion in vacuum λ = λv. Alternative characterization
by means of magnetic field 4-vector-function Hµ(~r, t) =
{Hx(~r, t), Hy(~r, t), Hz(~r, t), i cρm(~r,t)λ } seems to be equiv-
alent for free EM-field in vacuum, if to take into ac-
count, that for Maxwellian free EM-field the components
of electric field 3-vector-functions and magnetic field 3-
vector-functions are bounded up between themselves by
Cauchy-Riemann analicity condition. Here icρm(~r, t) is
the j4(~r, t)-component of 4-current density, correspond-
ing to contribution of magnetic component of EM-field.
However the characterization by means of the only single
4-vector-function, for instance by Hµ(~r, t) becomes to be
nonequivalent in general case, in particular, in the case
of single-charge ED, for which ρm(~r, t) = 0. It means,
that in general case both 4-vector-functions Eα(~r, t) and
Hµ(~r, t) have to be used.
It is remarkable, that the notion of characteristic
medium resistance, including characteristic vacuum re-
sistance Z0 =
√
µ0
ǫ0
= 120π Ohm is widely used in
technique, connected with EM-wave propagation, in par-
ticular, in radiospectroscopy technique [55]. Therefore,
λv =
1
Z0
= 1120π (Ohm)
−1.
The proof of the existence for EM-field along with
vector force characteristics ~E(~r, t)-field strength vector-
function and ~H(~r, t)-field strength vector-function the
additional scalar force characteristic - charge, allows to
be nearing to understanding of, in Dirac characterization,
”strange pequliarity of light quantum” [49], consisting in
that, that according to Dirac, light quantum, apparently,
discontinues its existence, when it is in one of its sta-
tionary states - in zero state - in which its impulse and
energy are equal to zero. Dirac consideres the absorp-
tion process to be jump of light quantum in zero state
and emission process to be jump from given state in the
state, where its existence is physically evident, so it seems
that it was recreated. From the absence of restriction on
number of light quanta, which can be emerged by given
way, Dirac suggested [49], that there is infinitely many
of light quanta in zero state, that is, in vacuum state in
modern terminology.
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VIII. FERMI-LIQUID MODEL OF QUANTIZED
EM-FIELD STRUCTURE
The conclusion on quaternion structure of EM-field
and the proof of existence of the charge, being to be inher-
ent characteristic of EM-field allow to understand the na-
ture of photons and to explain their two kinds’ behavior.
On the one hand the photons seem to be charge neutral
particles, that is confirmed in a number of observations,
including astronomic observations, and experiments on
light absorption, transmission, reflection, Rayleigh and
Raman scatterings and so on. On the other hand, the
photons seem to be charged particles, that is confirmed,
for example, by observations of zigzag-like light propa-
gation between adjacent rainclouds during storm, since
zigzag-like light propagation in the same conditions (that
is by the absence of lightning between the same rain-
clouds does not takes place) and it is characteristic for
charge particles, that was confirmed long ago. It allows
to suggest, that EM-field is characterized by spin-charge
separation effect, leading to appearance of the photons
of two kinds. We have reviewed in details the known
mechanisms of spin-charge separation and have chosen
the mechanism, which seems to be the most appropri-
ate for the description of given effect in EM-field. It
is the model of 1D quantum Fermi liquid, which was
obtained by generalization of well known Su-Schrieffer-
Heeger (SSH)-model [63], [64] of formally 1D Fermi gas
model, which was very succesfull in the description of
electronic properties of quasi-1D organic conjugated con-
ductors. The model of 1D quantum Fermi liquid will be
developed and expanded in its application from matter
systems to the description of EM-field. Let us remark,
that the idea to describe EM-field in terms of liquid is
coming from experimental observations of the EM-field
propagation in microwave range. There exists among
the experts, dealing with microwave techniques, winged
(stock) phrase, that microwave field in waveguides leaks
like to water. So, 1D quantum Fermi liquid model will be
further considered in details in applicability to EM-field
description.
It seems to be substantial for modelling the result, ob-
tained by Dirac, that dynamical system, which consists of
the ensemble of identical bosons is equivalent to dynam-
ical system, which consists of the ensemble of oscillators.
In other words, quantized EM-field can be represented
instead of oscillator system by equivalent many-particle
system of bosons, interacting with each other. It seems
to be evident, that each single boson will possess by spin
with value S = 1. The simplest analogue in the physics
of condensed matter of the system of interacting S = 1
bosons is carbon. So, we come to the model of linearly
polarized EM-field to be the chain of bosons, which is
like in its mathematical description to the chain of car-
bon atoms in trans-polyacetylene (t-PA), at that both in
”atomic” and ”electronic” structure. One-dimensionality
of the task can be argued in the following way. It is
shown above, that for description of EM-field instead of
unobservable vector and scalar potentials the 4-vector
of electrical and/or magnetic field strength can be used.
Consequently, to describe linearly polarized EM-field in
Euclidian space R3 it is sufficient to specify the propa-
gation direction, that is vector ~k and to define ~E. Given
vectors determine the plane, in which a frame of refer-
ence with z-axis along the propagation direction and or-
thogonal to it x-axis can be set. Taking into account
the homogeneity of Minkowski space R4 and homogene-
ity of free EM-field in it, free EM-field can be mod-
elled by the set of noninteracting (or weak interacting)
between themselves ”boson-atomic” chains, similarly to
many carbon-based, that is, also spin-1 boson-based, con-
jugated polymer structures located along propagation di-
rection. What concerned the ”atomic” structure, we have
to include the contribution of vacuum fluctuations, which
presents in oscillator task and which is absent in the case
of boson set [46]. The presence of charge, being to be
scalar characteristic of EM-field gives the possibility to
model ”electronic” structure of equivalent boson chain
like to t-PA electronic structure, that is consisting of ”σ-
subsystem” and ”π-subsystem”. It becomes to be under-
standable, if to take into account, that charge space dis-
tribution is directly connected with ~E space distribution.
In other words, the presence of Ez-component will deter-
mine the appearance of EM-field charge ”σ-subsystem”,
while Ex-component will determine the appearance of
EM-field charge ”π-subsystem”, at that, like to t-PA,
its distribution in space R3 will be twice degenerated.
Given conclusion can be argued on the basis above dis-
cussed quaternion structure of EM-field in the following
way. Ex-polar component by EM-field propagation every
other half-period alters its sign, at the same time Ex-axial
component does not alters its sign, which is equivalent to
appearance of alternating single-double interbosonic ”π-
bonds” in EM-field charge ”π-subsystem”, at that two
configurations - single-double and double-single are topo-
logically equivalent. Consequently, we come to conclu-
sion, that the interaction between equivalent to oscilla-
tors ”bosonic atoms” can be described within the frames
of Fermi gas model in zero-th order approximation or in
the frames of Fermi liquid model in the first order ap-
proximation. Mathematical description in zero-th order
approximation will be similar to well known above men-
tioned SSH-model with some corrections, concerning two
branch of quasiparticles, given in [57].
The concept of quantum Fermi liquid for description
of 1D correlated electronic systems was recovered in [60].
Analogous model will be developed in given paper for
description of propagation of quantized EM-field. Math-
ematically it is similar with 1D quantum Fermi liquid
model, developed in [60], however the physics is quite
other.
We will start from Hamiltonian
Hˆ(u) = Hˆ0(u) + Hˆπ,t(u) + Hˆπ,u(u). (230)
Like to works [63], [64] we will consider Born-
Oppenheimer approximation. The first term in in (230)
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is
Hˆ0(u) =
∑
m
∑
s
(Ekmaˆ
+
m,saˆm,s +Ku
2
maˆ
+
m,saˆm,s) (231)
is the operator of kinetic energy of ”boson atomic” mo-
tion (the first item), and the operator of the σ-bonding
energy (the second item), K is effective σ-bonds’ spring
constant, um is configuration coordinate for m-th ”bo-
son atom”, which corresponds to translation of m-th
”boson atom” along the symmetry axis z of the chain,
m = 1, N , N is the number of ”boson atoms” in the
chain, m = 1, N , aˆ+m,s, aˆm,s are creation and annihi-
lation operators of creation or annihilation of quasipar-
tile with spin projection s on the m-th chain site in ”σ-
subsystem”.
The second term in (230) can be represented in the
form of two components and it is
Hˆπ,t(u) = Hˆπ,t0(u) + Hˆπ,α1(u) =∑
m
∑
s
[(t0(cˆ
+
m+1,scˆm,s + cˆ
+
m,scˆm+1,s)]+
(−1)m2α1u)(cˆ+m+1,scˆm,s + cˆ+m,scˆm+1,s)],
(232)
where cˆ+m,s, cˆm,s are creation and annihilation operators
of creation or annihilation of quasiparticle with spin pro-
jection s on the m-th chain site in formally introduced
”π-subsystem”. It is the resonance interaction (hopping
interaction in rest massless atomic lattice in tight-binding
model approximation) of quasiparticles in ”π-subsystem”
of the whole ”electronic” system, which is considered to
be Fermi liquid, and in which the only constant and lin-
ear terms in Taylor series expansion of resonance integral
about the dimerized state are taking into account.
Operator Hˆ(u) is invariant under spatial translations
with period 2a, where a is projection of spacing between
two adjacent ”boson atoms” in undimerized lattice on
chain axis direction. It means, that all various wave vec-
tors ~k in ~k-space will be in reduced zone with module of ~k
in the range − π2a ≤ k ≤ π2a [64]. It can be considered like
to usual semiconductors to be consisting of two subzones
- conduction (c) band and valence (v) band. Then, it
seems to be convenient to represent the operators {cˆ+m,s},
{cˆm,s}, m = 1, N , in the form
{cˆm,s} = {cˆ(c)m,s}+ {cˆ(v)m,s},
{cˆ+m,s} = {cˆ+(c)m,s }+ {cˆ+(v)m,s },
(233)
related to π− c- and π− v-band correspondingly, and to
define ~k-space operators
{cˆ(c)k,s} = {
i√
N
∑
m
∑
s
(−1)m+1 exp(−ikma)cˆ(c)m,s},
{cˆ(v)k,s} = {
1√
N
∑
m
∑
s
exp(−ikma)cˆ(v)m,s},
(234)
m = 1, N . The principle, like to MO LCAO is used
in fact to build the operators {cˆ(c)k,s} and {cˆ(v)k,s}, at that
the antibonding character of c-band orbitals is taken into
account by means of factor i(−1)m+1. Inverse to (234)
transform is
{cˆ(c)m,s} = {
1√
N
∑
k
exp i[m(ka+ π)− π
2
]cˆ
(c)
k,s},
{cˆ(v)m,s} = {
1√
N
∑
k
exp(ikma)cˆ
(v)
k,s},
(235)
m = 1, N .
The σ-operators {aˆ+m,s} and {aˆm,s}, m = 1, N can also
be represented in the form like to (233) for π-operators
and analogous to (234), transforms can be defined. Then
the expression for the operator Hˆ0(u) can be rewritten
Hˆ0(u) = Hˆσ,c0 (u) + Hˆσ,v0 (u) =
∑
m
∑
s
(Ekm +Ku
2
m)×
1
N
∑
k
(aˆ+σ,ck,s aˆ
σ,c
k,s + aˆ
+σ,v
k,s aˆ
σ,v
k,s),
(236)
where aˆ+σ,ck,s , aˆ
σ,c
k,s and aˆ
+σ,v
k,s , aˆ
σ,v
k,s are σ-operators of cre-
ation and annihilation, related to σ-c-band and to σ-v-
band correspondingly. The independence of Ekm and |um|
onm, m = 1, N , means, that the expression (Ekm+Ku
2
m)
is independent on m. Then we obtain
Hˆ0(u) =
∑
k
∑
s
(Ek +Ku2)(nˆσ,ck,s + nˆ
σ,v
k,s), (237)
where nˆσ,ck,s and nˆ
σ,v
k,s are operators of number of σ-
quasiparticles in σ-c-band and σ-v-band correspondingly.
The expression for Hˆπ,t0(u) in terms of {cˆ(c)k,s} and
{cˆ(v)k,s} is coinciding with known corresponding expression
in [63], [64] and it is
Hˆπ,t0(u) =
∑
k
∑
s
2t0 cos ka(cˆ
+(c)
k,s cˆ
(c)
k,s − cˆ+(v)k,s cˆ(v)k,s)
(238)
The expression for the second part of operator Hˆπ,t(u)
in terms of {cˆ(c)k,s} and {cˆ(v)k,s} is also coinciding in its form
with known corresponding expression in [63], [64] and it
is given by
Hˆπ,α1(u) =
∑
k
∑
s
4α1u sinka(cˆ
+(v)
k,s cˆ
(c)
k,s + cˆ
+(c)
k,s cˆ
(v)
k,s),
(239)
where subscript α1 in Hamiltonian designation indicates
on the taking into account the part of interaction, which
is analogue for rest massless lattice of electron-phonon in-
teraction in condensed matter lattices, and which is con-
nected with resonance interaction (hopping) processes.
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When concern of field analogue of electron-electron in-
teraction The constant term in Taylor series expansion of
potential energy of ”electron-electron” interaction about
the dimerization coordinate and the term proportional
to dimerization coordinate derivative of potential energy
of ”electron-electron” interaction will be taken into ac-
count in given consideration, since they seem to be the
most essential. The expression for the Hˆπ,u(u), which
describes the part of electron-phonon interaction field
analogue, being to be the consequence of the interaction
between quasiparticles themselves (see further) in Fermi
liquid state of π-subsystem analogue in terms of cˆ
(c)
k,s and
cˆ
(v)
k,s can be represented in the form
Hˆπ,u(u) =
∑
k
∑
k′
∑
s
α2(k, k
′, s)cˆ
+(c)
k′,s cˆ
+(v)
k′,s cˆ
(v)
k,scˆ
(c)
k,s.
(240)
The constant independent on u static term, which is
determined by electron-electron interaction analogue on
different ”atomic” sites in a chain, that is the constant
terms in Taylor series expansion of potential energy of
quasiparticle-quasiparticle interaction, which is field ana-
logue of electron-electron interaction in the matter (in
t-PA chains, for example) about the dimerization coor-
dinate was omitted in its explicit form from Hamiltonian
in given work, in order to establish the role of ”phonon”-
assisted part. The independent on u static term is tak-
ing, however, into consideration by calculation of coeffi-
cient α2(k, k
′, s) in ”phonon”-assisted term. Physically
the identification of linear on displacement u parts of
both resonance interaction (hopping) and the pairwise
interaction of quasiparticles in ”π-subsystem” between
themselves with”electron-phonon” interaction is under-
standable, if to take into account, that by ”atomic” dis-
placements, like to CH-group displacements in t-PA,and
resulting of given interaction, the ”phonons” are gener-
ated, which in its turn can by release of the place on, for
instance, m-th ”atomic” site, to deliver the energy and
impulse, which are necessary for transfer of the quasipar-
ticle (like to electron transfer in the matter) from adja-
cent (m - 1)- or (m + 1)-position in chain in the case of
resonance interaction (hopping). For the case the pair-
wise interaction of quasiparticles, it means, that its linear
on displacement u part is realized by means of ”phonon”
field, which transfers the energy and impulse from one
quasiparticle to another (and which can be not inevitable
adjacent).
Mathematically it can be proved in the following way.
The processes of pairwise interaction in c and v bands
can be considered to be independent on each other. It
means, that transition probability from the 〈kl,s|-state to
〈kj,s|-state in c-band and from 〈k′l,s|-state to 〈k′j,s|-state
in v-band, which is proportional to coefficient α2(k, k
′, s),
can be expressed in the form of product of real parts of
corresponding matrix elements, that is in the form
α2(k, k
′, s) ∼ Re〈kl,s|Vˆ (c)|kj,s〉Re〈k′l,s|Vˆ (v)|k′j,s〉 =∑
kph
Re〈kl,s|Vˆ (c)|kph〉〈kph|kj,s〉×
∑
kph
Re〈k′r,s|Vˆ (v)|kph〉〈kph|k′n,s〉,
(241)
where Vˆ (v) = V0(v)eˆ (eˆ is unit operator) is the first term
in Taylor expansion of pairwise interaction of quasipar-
ticles, for instance, with wave vectors k′r, k
′
n and spin
projection s in v-band, that is, in ground state, Vˆ (c) =
V1(c)ueˆ is the second term in Taylor expansion of pair-
wise interaction in excited state (in c-band), that is, it
is product of configuration coordinate u and coordinate
derivative at u = 0 of operator of pairwise interaction
of quasiparticles with wave vectors kl, kj and spin pro-
jection s in c-band, kph is phonon wave vector, and the
summation is realized over all the field phonon analogue
spectrum. At that, since the linear density of pairwise
interaction is independent on k, which is the consequence
of translation invariance of the chain, V0(v), V1(c) are con-
stants. Therefore, the pairwise interaction is considered
to be accompanying by process of ”phonon” generation,
when ”electronic” quasiparticles are already in excited
state, that is, in c-band (retardation effect of field phonon
analogue subsystem is suggested to be taking place like
to retardation effect of phonon subsystem in condensed
matter). Then we have Vˆ (c) = V0(c)ueˆ, Vˆ
(v) = V0(v)eˆ.
A number of variants are possible along with process of
”phonon” generation, corresponding to states of ”elec-
tronic” quasiparticles in c-band above described. The
result will mathematically be quite similar, if to inter-
change the role of c and v bands for given process. There
seems to be possible the realization of both the stages
(that is ”phonon” generation and absorption) resulting
of ”electonic” quasiparticle interaction, in single c or v
band. Simultaneous realization of phonon generation and
absorption can also take place in both the bands. Mathe-
matical description will be for all possible variants similar
and for distinctness we will consider only the first variant.
For the simplicity we consider also the processes, in which
the spin projection is keeping to be the same. It is evident
also, that in z-direction the impulse distribution is quasi-
continuous (since the chain has the macroscopic length
L = Na). Consequently, standard way
∑
kph
→ L2π
∫
kph
can be used. Further, ”phonon” states can be described
by wave functions 〈kph| = v0exp(ikphz), where z ∈ [0, L],
kph ∈ [− π2a , π2a ], v0 is constant. Therefore, from (241)
we have the expression
α2(k, k
′, s) = b|v0v|2|v0c|2V0(c)uV0(v)|φ0cs|2|φ0vs|2×
N
2π(ql − qj)(qr − qn)Re{exp[i(klml − kjmj)a] exp ika}×
Re{exp[i(k′rmr − k′nmn)a] exp ik′a},
(242)
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where |φ0cs|2, |φ0vs|2 are squares of the modules of the
wave functions |kj,s〉 and |k′j,s〉 respectively, k = kph(ql−
qj), k
′ = k′ph(qr − qn) ql, qj , qr, qn ∈ N with additional
conditions (ql−qj)a ≤ L, (qr−qn)a ≤ L, b - is aspect ra-
tio, which in principle can be determined by comparison
with experiment. Here the values (ql − qj), (qr − qn) de-
termine the steps in pairwise interaction with ”phonon”
participation and they are considered to be fixed. We will
consider the processes for which k = k′, consequently,
(qr − qn) = (ql − qj).
The relation (242) by klml = kjmj and by krmr =
knmn transforms into
α2(k, k
′, s) = b|v0v|2|v0c|2V0(c)uV0(v)|φ0cs|2|φ0vs|2×
N
2π[(ql − qj)]2 sin ka sink
′a.
(243)
Let us designate
b|v0v|2|v0c|2V0(c)V0(v)|φ0cs|2|φ0vs|2×
N
2π[(ql − qj)]2 = 4α2(s)
(244)
Then, taking into account that spin projection s is
fixed, the dependence on s can be omitted, consequently
α2(s) = α2. So we have
Hˆπ,u(u) =∑
k
∑
k′
∑
s
4α2u sinka sink
′acˆ
+(c)
k′,s cˆ
+(v)
k′,s cˆ
(v)
k,scˆ
(c)
k,s.
(245)
Something otherwise will be treated the participation
of the ”phonons” in linear on u part of pairwise inter-
action, if phonon generation is accompanying process of
quasiparticle transition from v-band into c-band, that is,
when the retardation effect of ”phonon” subsystem can
be neglected. In given case the expression for density
of the ”electron-phonon” coupling parameter α2(k, k
′, s),
which is related to the part of ”electron-phonon” inter-
action, determined by interaction between quasiparticles
in field analogue of π-subsystem, which produce electro-
magnetic 1D Fermi liquid, is the following
α2(k, k
′, s) ∼ Re〈kl,s|Vˆ |k′j,s〉 = |v0v|2|v0c|2uV1|φ0s|2×
N2
[2π]2
∫
kph
exp[i(kphqa− klmla)]×
{
∫
k′
ph
exp[i(k′ph − kph)q′a]×
exp[−i(k′phq′a− k′jmna)]dk′ph}dkph,
(246)
where q = mj − ml, q′ = mr − mn are integers, satis-
fying foregoing relations, subscrips in left part are omit-
ted, since fixed step is considered. Then, taking into
account, that in continuous limit by integration the mod-
ules k and k′ of wave vectors ~k and ~k′ are running all the
k- and k′-values in k- and k′-spaces, we can designate
(kphqa− klmla) = ka, (k′phq′a− k′jmja) = k′a, omitting
the subscrips. So, we obtain
α2(k, k
′, s) ∼ Re〈kl,s|Vˆ |k′j,s〉 = |v0v|2|v0c|2uV1|φ0s|2×
N2
[2π]2
(sin ka sin k′a+ cos ka cos k′a).
(247)
It was taken into account, that by v-band→ c-band tran-
sition of quasiparticle, the impulse of emitted ”phonon”
by ”vibronic” system with ”electronic” quasiparticle in
v-band is equal to the impulse of absorbed ”phonon” by
”vibronic” system with ”electronic” quasiparticle in c-
band.
System of operators cˆ
+(c)
k′,s , cˆ
+(v)
k′,s , cˆ
(v)
k,s, cˆ
(c)
k,s corresponds
to noninteracting quasiparticles, and it is understand-
able, that in the case of interacting quasiparticles their
linear combination has to be used[
aˆ
(v)
k,s
aˆ
(c)
k,s
]
=
[
αk,s −βk,s
βk,s αk,s
] [
cˆ
(v)
k,s
cˆ
(c)
k,s
]
, (248)
where matrix of transformation coefficients ‖A‖ is
‖A‖ =
[
αk,s −βk,s
βk,s αk,s
]
, (249)
that is it is unimodular matrix with determinant
det‖A‖ = α2k,s + β2k,s = 1. Since det‖A‖| 6= 0, it means,
that inverse transformation exists and it is given by the
matrix
‖A‖−1 =
[
αk,s βk,s
−βk,s αk,s
]
. (250)
Then we obtain for the Hamiltonian Hˆπ,u,α1(u), which
corresponds to SSH one-electron treatment of electron-
phonon coupling, the following relation
Hˆπ,α1(u) =∑
k
∑
s
∆k[α
2
k,saˆ
+(v)
k,s aˆ
(c)
k,s − αk,sβk,saˆ+(v)k,s aˆ(v)k,s
+ βk,sαk,saˆ
+(c)
k,s aˆ
(c)
k,s − β2k,saˆ+(c)k,s aˆ(v)k,s + α2k,saˆ+(c)k,s aˆ(v)k,s
+ αk,sβk,saˆ
+(c)
k,s aˆ
(c)
k,s − βk,sαk,saˆ+(v)k,s aˆ(v)k,s − β2k,saˆ+(v)k,s aˆ(c)k,s],
(251)
where ∆k = 4α1u sinka. The diagonal part Hˆdπ,α1(u) of
operator Hˆπ,α1(u) is
Hˆdπ,α1(u) =
∑
k
∑
s
2∆kαk,sβk,s(nˆ
(c)
k,s − nˆ(v)k,s), (252)
where nˆ
(c)
k,s is density of operator of quasiparticles’ num-
ber in c-band, nˆ
(v)
k,s is density of operator of quasiparti-
cles’ number in v-band. The part of pairwise interaction,
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which is linear in displacement coordinate u and leads to
participation of the phonons, is given by the Hamiltonian
Hˆπ,u(u) =
∑
k
∑
k′
∑
s
4α2u sinka sink
′a×
(α2k′,saˆ
+(c)
k′,s aˆ
(v)
k′,s − β2k′,saˆ(v)k′,saˆ+(c)k′,s
+ αk′,sβk′,saˆ
(c)
k′,saˆ
+(c)
k′,s − βk′,sαk′,saˆ(v)k′,saˆ+(v)k′,s )
× (α2k,saˆ+(c)k,s aˆ(v)k,s − β2k,saˆ+(v)k,s aˆ(c)k,s
+ αk,sβk,saˆ
+(c)
k,s aˆ
(c)
k,s − βk,sαk,saˆ+(v)k,s aˆ(v)k,s).
(253)
The diagonal part Hˆdπ,u(u) of operator Hˆπ,u,α2(u) is
Hˆdπ,u(u) = 4α2u
∑
k
∑
k′
∑
s
αk′βk′(nˆ
(v)
k′,s − nˆ(c)k′,s)
× αk,sβk,s(nˆ(v)k,s − nˆ(c)k,s) sin k′a sinka
(254)
The Hamiltonian Hˆπ,t0(u) in terms of operator vari-
ables aˆ
(c)
k,s aˆ
(v)
k,s is
Hˆπ,t0(u) =
∑
k
∑
s
2t0 cos ka[(α
2
k,s − β2k,s)(aˆ+(c)k,s aˆ(c)k,s−
aˆ
+(v)
k,s aˆ
(v)
k,s)− 2αk,sβk,s(aˆ+(v)k,s aˆ(c)k,s + aˆ+(c)k,s aˆ(v)k,s)]
(255)
The diagonal part Hˆdπ,t0(u) of operator Hˆπ,t0(u) is given
by the relation
Hˆdπ,t0(u) =
∑
k
∑
s
ǫk(α
2
k,s − β2k,s)(nˆ(c)k,s − nˆ(v)k,s), (256)
where ǫk = 2t0 cos ka.
The operator transformation for the field analogue of
σ-subsystem, which is similar to (248), shows, that the
Hamiltonian Hˆ0(u) is invariant under given transforma-
tion, that is, it can be represented in the form, given by
(237).
To find the values of elements of matrices ‖A‖ and
‖A‖−1, the Hamiltonian Hˆ(u) has to be tested for condi-
tional extremum on the variables αk, βk with condition
α2k,s − β2k,s = 1. The corresponding Lagrange function
EˆL(u) is
EˆL(u) =
∑
k
∑
s
(
Pˆ 2
2M∗
+Ku2)(nˆσ,ck,s + nˆ
σ,v
k,s)
+
∑
k
∑
s
ǫk(α
2
k,s − β2k,s)(nˆ(c)k,s − nˆ(v)k,s)
+
∑
k
∑
s
2∆kαk,sβk,s(nˆ
(c)
k,s − nˆ(v)k,s)
+ 4α2u
∑
k
∑
k′
∑
s
αk′,sβk′,s(nˆ
(c)
k′,s − nˆ(v)k′,s)αk,sβk,s
× (nˆ(c)k,s − nˆ(v)k,s) sin k′a sin ka+ λk,s(α2k,s − 1 + β2k,s)
(257)
Then, the necessary condition for extremum is deter-
mined by Lagrange equations
∂EˆL(u)
∂αk
= 2αk,sǫk(nˆ
(c)
k,s − nˆ(v)k,s) + 2∆kβk,s(nˆ(c)k,s − nˆ(v)k,s)
× [1 + α2
α1
∑
k′
∑
s
αk′,sβk′,s sink
′a(nˆ
(c)
k′,s − nˆ(v)k′,s)]
+ 2λk,sαk,s = 0,
(258)
∂EˆL(u)
∂βk,s
= 2βk,sǫk(nˆ
(v)
k,s − nˆ(c)k,s) + 2∆kαk,s(nˆ(c)k,s − nˆ(v)k,s)
× [1 + α2
α1
∑
k′
∑
s
αk′,sβk′,s sink
′a(nˆ
(c)
k′,s − nˆ(v)k′,s)]
+ 2λk,sβk,s = 0
(259)
and
∂EˆL(u)
∂λk,s
= α2k,s − 1 + β2k,s = 0. (260)
Let us designate
[1 +
α2
α1
∑
k′
∑
s
αk′,sβk′,s sin k
′a(nˆ
(c)
k′,s − nˆ(v)k′,s)] = Qˆ,
(261)
then, passing on to observables in the Lagrange equations
(258) - (260), we obtain for β2k,s, α
2
k,s and for product
αk,sβk,s the relations
β2k,s =
1
2
(1± ǫk√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
), (262)
α2k,s =
1
2
(1∓ ǫk√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
), (263)
αk,sβk,s =
1
2
Q∆k√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
, (264)
where Q is eigenvalue of operator Qˆ. The equation for
factor Q is
[1 +
α2
2α1
∑
k
∑
s
Q∆k sin ka√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
(n
(c)
k,s − n(v)k,s)] = Q, (265)
where superscript ’ is omitted and n
(c)
k,s is eigenvalue of
density operator of quasiparticles’ number in c-band, n
(v)
k,s
is eigenvalue of density operator of quasiparticles’ num-
ber in v-band. It is evident, that at Q = 1 in (262) -
(264) we have the case of SSH-model. It corresponds to
the case, if α2
α1
∑
k
∑
s
1
2
∆k√
ǫ2
k
+∆2
k
sin ka(n
(c)
k,s − n(v)k,s)]→ 0,
which is realized, if α2 → 0. Consequently, it seems
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to be interesting to consider the opposite case, when
|α2
α1
∑
k
∑
s
1
2
∆k√
ǫ2
k
+∆2
k
sin ka(n
(c)
k,s − n(v)k,s)]| ≫ 1. Passing
on to continuum limit, in which
∑
k
∑
s → 2Naπ
pi
2a∫
0
, and
assuming n
(v)
k,s = 1, n
(c)
k,s = 0, we have integral equation
2Nuaα2
α1πt0
pi
2a∫
0
sin2 ka√
1− sin2 ka[1− (2uQ
t0
)2]
dk = 1. (266)
In the case | 2uQ
t0
| < 1 the relation (266) can be rewritten
in the form
K


√
1−
(
2α1uQ
t0
)2
− E


√
1−
(
2α1uQ
t0
)2
 =
π[t20 − (2uQ)2]
2Nuα2
,
(267)
where K
{√
1− (2α1uQ
t0
)2
}
and E
{√
1− (2uQ
t0
)2
}
are
complete elliptic integrals of the first and the second
kind, respectively. Expanding given integrals into the
series and restricting by the terms of the second-order of
smallness, we obtain
Q ≈ t0
6u
√
25− 32 t0α1
Nuα2
. (268)
It is evident, that the condition | 2uQ
t0
| < 1 is held true by
1
3
√
25− 32 t0α1
Nuα2
< 1.
In the case | 2uQ
t0
| > 1 the relation (266) can be repre-
sented in the form
pi
2∫
0
cos2 y√
1− sin2 y[1− ( t02uQ )2]
dy = −πQα1
α2N
, (269)
where y = π2 − ka. It is equivalent to the equation(
t0
2uQ
)
F

π2 ,
√
1−
(
t0
2uQ
)2

− E

π2 ,
√
1−
(
t0
2uQ
)2
 =
πQα1
α2N
[
1−
(
t0
2uQ
)2]
,
(270)
where F
{
π
2 ,
√
1− ( t02uQ)2
}
is the complete elliptic inte-
gral of the first kind. The approximation of elliptic inte-
grals, like to the approximation, given by (268), leads to
the relation
Q ≈ −3α2N
16
[
1±
√
1 +
80α1t0
9Nuα2
]
. (271)
In the case 2uQ
t0
= 1 the relation (266) is
pi
2∫
0
cos2 ydy = −πα1Q
α2N
, (272)
where y = π2 −ka. It is seen, that in given case the value
of parameter Q is calculated exactly, and it is
Q = α2N
4α1
(273)
The values of energy of π-quasiparticles in c-band E
(c)
k (u)
and in v-band E
(v)
k (u) can be obtained in the following
way
E
(c)
k (u) =
∂EL(u)
∂n
(c)
k,s
, E
(v)
k (u) =
∂EL(u)
∂n
(v)
k,s
, (274)
where EL(u) is the energy of ”π-subsystem” of chain,
which is obtained from Lagrange function operator,
(257), by passing on to observables. Therefore, we have
E
(c)
k (u) = ǫk(α
2
k,s − β2k,s) + 2∆kαk,sβk,s + 8α2u sinka
×
∑
k′
∑
s
αk′,sβk′,s(nˆ
(c)
k′,s − nˆ(v)k′,s) sin k′aαk,sβk,s
= ǫk(α
2
k,s − β2k,s) + 2∆kαk,sβk,sQ
(275)
and
E
(v)
k (u) = −ǫk(α2k,s − β2k,s)− 2∆kαk,sβk,s − 8
α2
u
sin ka
×
∑
k′
∑
s
αk′,sβk′,s(nˆ
(c)
k′,s − nˆ(v)k′,s) sink′aαk,sβk,s
= −ǫk(α2k,s − β2k,s)− 2∆kαk,sβk,sQ.
(276)
It is seen from (275) and (276), that E
(v)
k (u) = −E(c)k (u).
Taking into account the relations (262) - (264), we obtain
E
(c)
k (u) = ∓
ǫ2k√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
+
Q2∆2k√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
, (277)
E
(v)
k (u) = ±
ǫ2k√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
− Q
2∆2k√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
. (278)
Therefore, we have two values for the enegy of quasipar-
ticles, indicating on the possibility of the formation of the
quasiparticles of two kinds. Upper sign in the first terms
in (277), (278) corresponds to the quasiparticles with the
energy
E
(c)
k (u) =
Q2∆2k − ǫ2k√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
,
E
(v)
k (u) =
ǫ2k −Q2∆2k√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
(279)
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in c-band and v-band respectively. Lower sign in the first
terms in (277), (278) corresponds to the quasiparticles
with the energy
E
(c)
k (u) =
√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k,
E
(v)
k (u) = −
√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
(280)
in c-band and v-band respectively. The quasiparticles of
the second kind at Q = 1 are quite similar quasiparticles
in its mathematical description, that those ones, which
were obtained in [63], [64].
We have used the only necessary condition for ex-
tremum of the functions E(αk,sβk,s). It was shown in
[57], that for the SSH-model the sufficient conditions for
the minimum are substantial, they change the role of
both solutions. Sufficient conditions for the minimum of
the functions E(αk,sβk,s) can be obtained by standard
way, which was used in [57]. It consist in that, that the
second differential of the energy, being to be the function
of three variables αk,s, βk,s and λk,s, has to be positively
defined quadratic form. From the condition of positive-
ness of three principal minors of quadratic form coeffi-
cients we obtain the following three sufficient conditions
for the energy minimum
a. The first condition The first condition is
{ǫk(1− ǫk√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
) <
(Q∆k)2√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
|(nck,s − nvk,s) < 0},
{ǫk(1− ǫk√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
) >
(Q∆k)2√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
|(nck,s − nvk,s) > 0}
(281)
for the solution which coincides with SSH-solution at the
value Q = 1 (SSH-like solution) and
{ǫk(1 + ǫk√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
) <
(Q∆k)2√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
|(ncks − nvks) < 0},
{ǫk(1 + ǫk√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
) >
(Q∆k)2√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
|(ncks − nvks) > 0}
(282)
for the additional solution. It is seen, that the first condi-
tion is realizable for the quasiparticles of both the kinds,
at that for both near equilibrium state (ncks − nvks < 0)
and strongly nonequilibrium state (ncks − nvks > 0.
b. The second condition The second condition is the
same for both the solutions and it is
(
ǫ2k√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
− 2 (Q∆k)
2√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
)2 − ǫ2k +
1
4
(Q∆k)2 > 0
(283)
It is realizable for the quasiparticles of both the kinds.
c. The third condition For the SSH-like solution we
have
(3
(Q∆k)2√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
+4
ǫ2k√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
)(ncks−nvks) > 0. (284)
It means, that SSH-like solution is unapplicable for the
description of standard processes, passing near equilib-
rium state by any parameters. The quasiparticles, de-
scribed by SSH-like solution, can be created the only in
strongly nonequilibrium state with inverse population of
the levels in c- and v-bands. At the same time the solu-
tion, which corresponds to upper signs in (277), has to
satisfy to the following condition
(3
(Q∆k)2√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
−4 ǫ
2
k√
ǫ2k +Q2∆2k
)(ncks−nvks) > 0, (285)
which can be realized both in near equilibrium and in
strongly nonequilibrium states of the π-subsystem field
analogue, which is considered to be EM-field analogue of
quantum 1D Fermi liquid in condensed matter.
d. Ground State of t-PA chain The continuum limit
for the ground state energy of the ”chain” with SSH-like
quasiparticles will coincide mathematically with known
solution [64], if to replace ∆kQ → ∆k. Let us calculate
the ground state energy E
[u]
0 (u) of the field ”chain” with
quasiparticles’ branch, which is stable near equilibrium.
Taking into account, that in ground state nck,s = 0, n
v
k,s =
1, in the continuum limit we have
E
[u]
0 (u) = −
2Na
π
pi
2a∫
0
(Q∆k)2 − ǫ2k√
(Q∆k)2 + ǫ2k
dk+2NKu2, (286)
then, calculating the integral and using the complete el-
liptic integral of the first kind F (π2 , 1− z2) and the com-
plete elliptic integral of the second kind E(π2 , 1− z2) we
obtain
E
[u]
0 (u) =
4Nt0
π
{F (π
2
, 1− z2)+
1 + z2
1− z2 [E(
π
2
, 1− z2)− F (π
2
, 1− z2)]} + 2NKu2,
(287)
where z2 = 2Qα1u
t0
. Approximation of (287) at z ≪ 1
gives
E
[u]
0 (u) = N{
4t0
π
− 6
π
ln
2t0
Qα1u
4(Qα1)2u2
t0
+
28(Qα1)2u2
πt0
+ ...}+ 2NKu2.
(288)
It is seen from (288), that the energy of quasiparticles, de-
scribed by solution, which corresponds to upper signs in
(277) has the form of Coleman-Weinberg potential with
two minima at the values of dimerization coordinate u0
and −u0 like to the energy of quasiparticles, described
by SSH-solution [64]. It is understandable, that subse-
quent consideration, including electrically neutral S=1/2
soliton formation and electrically charged spinless soliton
formation, that is the appearence of the phenomenon of
spin-charge separation, by quantum Fermi liquid descrip-
tion of 1D systems will be coinciding in its mathematical
form with starting SSH-model.
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Therefore, all qualitative conclusions of the model pro-
posed in [64] are holding in Fermi-liquid consideration
of ”π-subsystem” of the field ”boson atomic chain” (in-
stead of Fermi-gas consideration) for the quasiparticles,
corresponding to the second-branch-solution. It seems
to be also substantial, that Fermi-liquid treatment of
electron-phonon interaction extends strongly the appli-
cability limits of SSH-model along with its extension for
description of 1D conjugated conductors in the case of
strong electron-phonon interaction [60] with its exten-
sion for description of quantized EM-field. It is evident,
that the mechanism of the phenomenon of spin-charge
separation in 1D quantum Fermi-liquid is soliton mech-
anism, analogous to proposed by Jackiw and Rebbi [62]
on the basis of field theory positions and its applicability
to physical fields, in particular, to EM-field, seems to be
natural. It means, like to SSH-model [formally Fermi-gas
model, see, however the remark in [60]], that when ele-
mentary spin and charge carrier, for instance, an electron,
is added to an neutral chain, it can break up into two
pieces, one of which carries the electron’s charge and the
other its spin. Given result bears a clear family relation
with the phenomenon of antecedent spin-charge separa-
tion in the 1D electron gas theory of Luther and Emery
[61], but it is quite different from Anderson spinon-holon
mechanism [65], [66]. Very strong argument in favour of
the model proposed is given by experimentally observed
phenomenon of electron-positron annihilation. So it is
well known, and theoretically described, see for exam-
ple [67], that by direct annihilation of electron-positron
pair two photons are produced. At the same time the
explanation, for instance, for the case, when the rela-
tive velocity of annihilating particles tends to zero, how
from two particles with spin value 1/2 also two particles
with spin value 1 are produced, is in fact absent. At the
same time the boson model of EM field explains given
disagreement between electron-positron annihilation and
theoretical viewpoint on the photon to be the spin-1 par-
ticle in a natural way - from two particles with spin value
1/2, that is from electron-positron pair also two parti-
cles - two photons - with spin value 1/2 are produced by
electron-positron pair annihilation.
Thus, the results obtained allow to propose the reason-
able explanation of the existence in the felds with charges
of chargeless particles - solitons with nonzero spin value,
which in the case of EM-field is equal to 1/2 instead of
prevalent viewpoint, that photons possess by spin S = 1.
The photons in quantized EM-field are main excitations
in its oscillator structure, which is equivalent to spin S
= 1 ”boson-atomic” structure. It has strong resemblance
with well known spin S = 1 boson matter structure, for
example with carbon atomic backbone structure in many
conjugated polymer chains. The photons have two kind
nature. The photons of the first kind represent them-
selves neutral EM-solitons of SSH-soliton family. They
are main excitations in so-called ”undoped” structure of
EM-fieeld, including free EM-field in vacuum. Naturally,
they have nonzero size, that is they cannot be considered
to be point objects. It seems to be evident, that like
to SSH-model, the main excitations in ”doped” ”boson-
atomic” structure of EM-field will be charged spinless
EM-solitons, which also can be referred to SSH-soliton
family. It seems to be reasonable to suggest, that ”dop-
ing” can be effective realized in the medium like to rain-
clouds, although detailed mechanism has to be addition-
ally studied.
The representation of photons to be the result of spin-
charge separation effect in field analogue of quantum
Fermi liquid and their assignment with main excitations
in ground state of ”π-subsystem” in rest masless ”boson-
atomic” EM-field structure - chargeless spin 1/2 topo-
logical solitons - makes substantially more clear the na-
ture of corpuscular-wave dualism. Really, like to mat-
ter atomic structure, the quantized EM-field represents
itself the discrete ”boson-atomic” structure, the indi-
vidual bosons in which produce the lattice like to gen-
uine atomic lattice structure in condensed matter. The
main difference between EM-field ”atomic” lattice struc-
ture and atomic lattice structure in condensed matter
consists in that the ”atoms” in EM-field structure have
zeroth rest mass. The origin of wave in given struc-
ture is determined by the mechanism, quite analogous
to Bloch waves’ formation in solid state of condensed
matter. They are harmonic trigonometric functions for
Maxwellian EM-field (real or imaginary parts by descrip-
tion in complex form), which determine wave character of
quantized Maxwellian EM-field. At the same time, there
are simultaneously the corpuscules, propagating along
given EM-field ”boson-atomic” 1D-lattice structure, that
is, chargeless spin 1/2 topological relativistic solitons -
photons, formed in usual conditions (or spinless charged
solitons in so-called ”doped” EM-field structure). It be-
comes now to be understandable, that the display of the
corpuscular or wave nature of EM-field will be dependent
on experimental conditions.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
Therefore, a number of new achievement in classical
and quantum theory of electrodynamics in comparisin
with experimental data are revieved in given paper. they
are the following.
It is shown on the basis of complex number theory,
that any quantumphysical quantity is complex quantity.
It has been established the partition of linear space
〈F ,+, ·〉 over the ring of scalars and pseudoscalar set,
the vectors in which are sets of contravariant (or covari-
ant) EM-field tensors and pseudotensors {Fµν},
{
F˜µν
}
,
(or {Fµν},
{
F˜µν
}
), into 4 subspaces
〈F (i),+, ·〉, i = 1, 4.
In subspaces
〈F (1),+, ·〉, 〈F (2),+, ·〉 vector ~E is polar
vector, and vector ~H is axial. At the same time, the com-
ponents of vector ~E in the second subspace correspond
to pure space components of field tensor, and the compo-
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nents of vector ~H correspond to time-space mixed compo-
nents of given field tensor. Arbitrary element of subspace〈F (3),+, ·〉 is 4-pseudotensor. Its space components are
in fact the components of antisymmetric 3-pseudotensor,
which determines polar magnetic field vector ~H , (that is
vector, which is dual to given tensor), while time-space
mixed components are the components of axial 3-vector
~E of electric field. Therefore, the symmetry properties of
the components of the vectors ~E and ~H under improper
rotations in the third subspace will be opposite to those
ones in the first subspace. The symmetry properties of
the components of ~E and ~H under improper rotations in
the fourth subspace will be opposite to those ones in the
second subspace.
The algebraic properties of the set of functionals, de-
termined on the space 〈F,+, ·〉 were established. In par-
ticular, the statement, indicating, that the set of func-
tionals
{
Φ[F˜µν(x)]
}
,
{
Φ˜[F˜µν(x)]
}
, preassigned on the
space 〈F,+, ·〉, produces linear space 〈Φ′,+, ·〉 over a field
of scalars P , which is dual to the space 〈F,+, ·〉, how-
ever it is nonselfdual, is established. Given result is in
fact the consequence of the existence of two kinds of in-
dependent tensor and scalar characteristics of EM-field,
that is, genuine tensor and scalar functions on the one
hand and pseudotensor and pseudoscalar functions on
the other hand. The practical significance of given result
consists in the necessity, if some physical phenomenon
with participation of EM-field is studied, to take into
consideration always both the spaces, that is 〈F,+, ·〉
and 〈Φ,+, ·〉. More strictly, known Gelfand triple, which
includes together with spaces 〈F,+, ·〉 and 〈Φ,+, ·〉 the
Hilbert space with topology, determined in the proper
way, has to be taken into consideration.
Additional gauge invariance of complex relativistic
fields was studied. It has been found, that conserv-
ing quantity, corresponding to invariance of generalized
relativistic equations under the operations of additional
gauge symmetry group - multiplicative groupR of all real
numbers (without zero) - is purely imaginary charge. So,
it was shown, that complex fields are characterized by
complex charges. It gives the key for correct generaliza-
tion of field equations, in particular, for electrodynamics.
Additional hyperbolic dual symmetry of Maxwell equa-
tions is established, which includes Lorentz-invariance to
be its particular case. The essence of additional hyper-
bolic dual symmetry of Maxwell equations is that, that
Maxwell equations along with dual transformation sym-
metry, established by Rainich, given by (2) - (7), are
invariat under the dual transformations of another kind.
Hyperbolic dual transformations for electric and mag-
netic field strengh vector functions are[
~E′′
~H ′′
]
=
[
coshϑ i sinhϑ
−i sinhϑ coshϑ
] [
~E
~H
]
, (289)
where ϑ is arbitrary continuous parameter, ϑ ∈ [0, 2π].
Generalized Maxwell equations are obtained on the ba-
sis of both dual and hyperbolic dual symmetries of EM-
field. It is shown, that in general case both scalar and
vector quantities, entering in equations, are quaternion
quantities, four components of which have different par-
ities under improper rotations.
Invariants for EM-field, consisting of dually symmetric
parts, for both the cases of dual symmetry and hyperbolic
dual symmetry are found. It is concluded, that Maxwell
equations with all quaternion vector and scalar variables
give concrete connection between dual and gauge sym-
metries of EM-field.
It is shown, that there exists physical conserving
quantity, which is simultaneously invariant under both
Rainich dual and additional hyperbolic dual symmetry
transformation of Maxwell equations. It is spin in gen-
eral case and spirality in the geometry, when vector ~E
is directed along abscissa axis,and ~H is directed along
ordinate axis in ( ~E, ~H) functional space. It is additional
proof for quaternion four component structure of EM-
field to be a single whole. Spin takes on special leading
significance among the physical characteristics of EM-
field, since the only spin (spirality in the geometry con-
sidered) combine two subsystems of photon fields, which
have definite P -parity (even and uneven) with the sub-
system of two fields, which have definite t-parity (also
even and uneven) into one system. It is considered to be
the proof for four component structure of EM-field to be
a single whole, that is, it is the confirmation along with
the possibility of the representation of EM-field in four
component quaternion form, given by (88), (89), (90),
(91)[sufficient condition], the necessity of given represen-
tation. It extends the overview on the nature of EM-field
itself. It seems to be remarkable, that given result on the
special leading significance of spin is in agreement with
result in [9], where was shown, that spin is quaternion
vector of the state in Hilbert space, defined under ring of
quaternions, of any quantum system (wthin the frame of
the chain model considered) interacting with EM-field.
The connection between symmetry of dynamical sys-
tems, in particular, between gauge symmetry and ana-
lytical properties of quantities, which are invariant under
corresponding symmetry qroup has been established. For
example, the analicity of complex-valued function Q(z)
= Q1(z) + iQ2(z) of complex variable z = ~r+ ict, repre-
senting itself the complex charge of EM-field is proved.
The main postulate of quantum mechanics: ”To any
mechanical quantity can be set up in the correspondence
the Hermitian matrix by quantization” was proved.
New principle of EM-field quantization is proposed. It
is development of canonical Dirac quantization method,
which is realized in two aspects. The first aspect con-
sist in choosing of field functions, which are immedi-
ately observable quantities - 4-vector-functions Eµ(~r, t)
and Hµ(~r, t), the first three components of which are the
components of 3-vector-functions ~E(~r, t) and ~H(~r, t) of
electric and magnetic field strengths correspondingly, the
fourth component is icρe(~r,t)
λ
, icρm(~r,t)
λ
, where ρe(~r, t) is
electric charge density, ρm(~r, t) is magnetic charge den-
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sity, which is equaled to zero in the case of single-charge
electrodynamics, λ is medium conductivity, which in the
case of free field in vacuum is λv =
1
Z0
= 1120πOhm
−1.
The second aspect is the realization along with well
known time-local quantization of space-local quantiza-
tion and space-time-local quantization, which allows to
establish, correspondingly, the time of photon creation
(annihilation), the space coordinate of photon creation
(annihilation) and the the space and time coordinates
simultaneously of photon creation (annihilation).
It is shown, that Coulomb field can be quantized in
1D- and 2D-systems, that is, it is radiation field in given
low-dimensional systems.
New model of photons is proposed. The photons
in quantized EM-field are main excitations in oscillator
structure of EM-field, which is equivalent to spin S =
1 ”boson-atomic” structure, like matematically to well
known spin S = 1 boson matter structure - carbon atomic
backbone chain structure in many conjugated polymers.
They have two kind nature. The photons of the first
kind represent themselves neutral chargeless EM-solitons
of SSH-soliton family. The photons of the second kind
represent themselves charged spinless EM-solitons, which
also can be referred to SSH-soliton family.
Substantially more clear the nature of corpuscular-
wave dualism is represented.
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